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WHEN THEY SAY 
MIL SPEC 
THIS IS WHAT THEY’RE 
TALKING ABOUT.

The Colt story is legendary, beginning with Samuel Colt’s 
revolutionary 1836 designs. For a century and a half, one 
thing that hasn’t changed is the unwavering commitment 
to quality and dependability that can still be seen in every 
firearm we produce. But the most important stories belong 
to the men and women who have owned and relied on Colt 
through the decades. Make your story include a Colt.

COLT.COM      800.962.COLT              FACEBOOK.COM/COLTFIREARMS              @COLTFIREARMS
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Featured:  
FNS™-9 Standard  

FNS™-40 Longslide

2013 Shooting Illustrated 
Handgun of the Year,  
FNS™-9 Standard

Manufactured in Columbia, South Carolina with 
pride in craftsmanship, the FNS™ Series delivers 
unmatched precision and exceptional ease of use. 
That’s quality you can trust, from a 125 year-old 
company who understands the importance of  
home-grown manufacturing.

FOR MORE PRODUCT DETAILS, VISIT:
FNHUSA.COM/FNS-SERIES

FNS™ SERIES 
PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA

THE

FNHUSA.COM

DISTINCT ADVANTAGE
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OOMS LEAD TO ROOMS

WHERE EACH HAS ROW

AFTER ROW AND AISLE

AFTER AISLE OF SEEM-

INGLY TWO MILLION PROD-

UCTS … FROM FIREARMS TO

AMMUNITION TO OPTICS TO

OUTDOOR APPAREL. 

There are some 1,600 exhibitors

rolled into 630,000 square feet …

and it’s all on multiple floors. A

labyrinth it is. 

I ventured into yet another

room inside the Sands Expo Cen-

ter during the 2014 SHOT Show,

and that’s when he caught my

eye. There he lay, on his side.

While people were talking, laugh-

ing, demonstrating products and

swapping business cards, he was

sound asleep. 

CONTENT IN THE CHAOS
I walked over to what ap-

peared to be a lab mix, kneeled

down and petted the 70-pounder. 

“What’s this big guy’s name?” I

said, without looking up. 

Andrew Bottrell, a disabled vet,

answered. I stood, extended my

hand and we talked for a moment.

“I want you to meet someone,”

said Andrew, who invented a

mine probe.
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Vets like John Patterson, a wounded warrior and
medically retired Marine, can participate in the pro-
grams Rogue Corps sponsors. Patterson was injured
when a bomb went off as he entered a building dur-
ing a combat patrol.

I turned to my left, extended

my hand to David Lyon, a young

soldier, another disabled vet and a

man who probably hadn’t seen his

30th birthday yet. I stood in si-

lence as he explained how his

world had changed forever while

making the world safer for you

and I. 

ROGUE CORPS
Both David and Andrew are

with Rogue Corps, an organiza-

tion whose goal is to facilitate

the efforts of wounded vets who

wish to partake in outdoor ad-

venture like they used to prior to

their injuries. That could be deep

sea fishing, lobster fishing, shoot-

ing (SIG Sauer is hosting a semi-

nar for “combat-modified service

members” later this year), hunt-

ing or even mountain biking. 

Their goal is to give back the

feeling of independence and self-

reliance that often disappears

when one of our soldiers suffers

an injury. 

INSPIRATION
Every year the SHOT Show at-

tracts more and more people, and

each year the products get more

and more sophisticated. 

In 2015 and beyond, look for

more ingenious creations, but

look beyond the products. Look

at the faces. Delve into the per-

sonalities. There you will find in-

spiration. There you will discover

motivation, goals and courage.

There you will find people like

Andrew Bottrell and David Lyon.

Live strong.

BY DOUG JEFFREY

r

COMBAT
MODIFIED

r
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SUCCESSFUL SHOOTING ENTAILS
BASIC FUNDAMENTALS OF AIMING,
BREATH CONTROL, PROPER STANCE
AND TRIGGER CONTROL. JUST ASK
SHANNON FONTAINE ... 
THE PHOTOGRAPHER.
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LINE OF FIRE
TO DESCRIBE THE EXPERIENCE, HE

USED WORDS LIKE LOVE, NICE,

TIGHT AND INCREDIBLE. 

You might immediately be

thinking of something else, but

this cat is talking gloves … from

Line of Fire.

Who better to gauge the effi-

cacy of a product than some dude

on an amphibious assault ship?

That’’s a legit testimonial from a

serviceman who’s literally in the

line of fire, so you can trust what

he says. 

So check out the pictorial, and

pay close attention to the gloves. 

They’re tight. And incredible.

You’ll love them. 

www.loftactical.com

The Shooter’s Data
AVIX IMAGERY
Facebook.com/AVIX.Imagery
1.916.215.1607
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www.loftactical.com
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www.loftactical.com

The close-up shot showcases
the Operator gloves, which

are touch-screen capable. The
wide shot features the Scout

and Operator gloves.
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IN THE DEEP SOUTH, TOBACCO IS STILL A

CASH CROP AND A WAY OF LIFE. 

Which is exactly why we set out on a journey to

find a dude from that region who can talk to-

bacco for us … and we got one … TJ Jackson.

As a kid, TJ and his brahs used to ride their bicy-

cles for miles with their papaw, a stern but cool

dude who would let them get a little pinch of Sil-

ver Creek snuff tobacco. When he was done chew-

ing, TJ did what any Southern boy would do, he

asked for more.

“Papaw, I’m out of spit.”  

TJ is the man when it comes to chaw. In the up-

coming issues, he’s going to turn you on to some

of the best darn tobacco you’d ever want to chew. 

— Editor

“My all-time favorite smokeless tobacco has al-

ways been Hawkens Wintergreen,” TJ tells us.

“One good thing about Hawkens is that it has a

little less nicotine than other tobaccos. Plus, its

rich, moist taste is one of a kind. It’s a real pleasure

when I pinch off a big ‘hounchy’ dip and place it

in my mouth for a relaxing dip. And Hawkens

doesn’t have a big bite to it like some tobaccos.

Now you know why I prefer it over the others.” 

CHAW TALK
ALL-TIME “HIT” LEADER

T
H
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K

S
T

O
C

K

“IT’S A REAL PLEASURE WHEN I PINCH OFF A BIG ‘HOUNCHY’ DIP AND
PLACE IT IN MY MOUTH FOR A RELAXING DIP.” —TJ

Skinny on the Dip
•  This has a little less nicotine than other tobaccos.
•  The rich, moist taste of Hawkens is “one of a kind.”
•  It doesn’t have a big “bite” to it like some tobaccos.

MANUFACTURERS 
IN THE MEDIA
CORBON HITS
ITS TARGET

CORBON AMMUNITION IS
RIGHT ON TARGET.

The company was recently named

SHOT Business of the Year. 

“We are very honored to receive

this award," said CORBON CEO,

Peter Pi, Sr. "We are only as good as

our dedicated team members and

could not grow and achieve our

goals without them. This award defi-

nitely is because of our incredible

team."

Slaton L. White, editor of SHOT

Business, said the SHOT Business

awards recognize and acknowledge

leadership in the shooting sports in-

dustry. 

“Simply put, the winners of these

awards represent the best in busi-

ness," said White.

Learn More
CORBON Ammunition
manufactures high-
quality loaded hand-
gun and rifle
ammunition for law
enforcement, civilians
and hunting. Visit
www.corbon.com for
further information. 

FRONTSIGHTS.v4  3/18/14  5:31 AM  Page 12



YOU CAN’T SHOOT 24/7.
So, in your downtime, pop open a book and a brew,

but not necessarily in that order. 

A good choice is First Wave, a non-fiction piece that

blends bushcraft, evasion and fighting tactics in a post-

apocalyptic setting. This gem features Special Forces

veteran Travis Combs, who wants to forget his weary

years of leading combat missions by taking an ex-

tended rafting trip through the Grand Canyon. As he

and his small party complete a 22-day trip on the Col-

orado River, they find the world has unraveled from a

deadly pandemic. Now he has to show his small band

how to live off the land and cross the rugged Arizona

desert while evading blood-drinking zombies, gangs

of cartel bikers and a rogue government agency.

This is the first in a series of JT Sawyer’s survival-re-

lated fiction books, so stay tuned for more volumes. 

It’s available on Kindle at present, so go to

www.amazon.com/dp/B00IHQAYYQ.

CORNER LIBRARY

I

THE PERFECT
WAVE

T

“ … HE HAS TO
SHOW HIS SMALL
BAND HOW TO LIVE
OFF THE LAND AND
CROSS THE RUGGED
ARIZONA DESERT
WHILE EVADING
BLOOD-DRINKING
ZOMBIES, GANGS OF
CARTEL BIKERS …” 

FRONTSIGHTS.v4  3/21/14  11:01 AM  Page 13
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Dave Rhoden sports 5.11 Tac-
tical's new gear and SAI's
Benelli M4.
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SALIENT POINTS

THE SAI BENELLI M4 AND SAI SIG 226:
TWO STANDOUT FIREARMS FROM SALIENT
ARMS INTERNATIONAL

WORLD OF FIREPOWER  15

BY JEFF RICK / PHOTOS BY CHERIE CARLSON
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TACTICS. RELIABILITY. FUNCTION. PRACTICALITY.

Those four qualities are how Salient Arms Interna-

tional describes the company’s mission—to modify exist-

ing firearms and render them ready for professionals who

need to depend on their weapons without fail or delay.

Such is the case with the SAI Benelli M4 and the SAI SIG

226 … two firearms that definitely have drawn the atten-

tion of the law enforcement community. 

STRONG AT TWO YEARS
Although Salient Arms is just in its second year of exis-

tence, the enterprise has an outstanding pedigree. An

offshoot of Salient Security Services, a Southern Califor-

nia-based international private security firm, Salient Arms

began, as many successful businesses do, when an indus-

try professional “saw a need” and aimed to fulfill it.

In this case, the professional was Salient Arms Presi-

dent and CEO Adrian Chavez, working with a group of

fellow former law enforcement, military, security and de-

fense professionals. The need was for high-end firepower

designed with other professionals in mind—the “end

users” as Chavez puts it.

The quality of Salient Arms’ products is no secret. You

can see its “ultimate Glock” in action on YouTube. Salient

Arms raised its profile even higher at the most recent

SHOT show in Las Vegas, where one of its weapons raised

$6,500 to benefit the U.S. Navy SEAL Foundation, Special

Operations Fund and Delta Unit Scholarship Fund.

WHAT LIES AHEAD
As they continue to produce quality products, Salient

will continue to raise awareness in the firearm industry,

and more good things are in sight for the future. 

Currently based in Southern California, Salient Arms

HOW TO REACH THEM
SALIENT ARMS 
INTERNATIONAL
ADDRESS
2400 Celsius Avenue, Unit L
Oxnard, CA 93030 USA

PHONE
805-983-1200, 310-445-6476

EMAIL
Sales@SalientArmsInternational.com

WEB
www.SalientArmsInternational.com

WHAT IT’S GOT
THE BENELLI M4

•  18.5-inch ghost-ring sighting 
system barrel

•  Trigger job take-up and over travel
eliminated (3-pound trigger pull)

•  SAI aluminum follower
•  Stippled fore end
•  Contoured butt stock

THE RECEIVER
•  SAI welded lift-gate
•  SAI charging handle
•  SAI bolt release button
•  SAI extended safety
•  Loading port milled/opened up 

for easy reloading

BOLT
•  Weld up bolt for ghost load 

(extra round)
•  S-bond bolt gold/S-bond black
•  Lightening of bolt to allow 

shooting of low recoil
•  Shells
•  Re-springing of entire weapon’s 

system
•  7 plus one capacity

THE PRICE
MSRP 

•  SAI-supplied weapon: $3,695
•  Customer-supplied weapon: $2,195

WEB
www.SalientArmsInternational.com

Salient.v3  3/18/14  5:47 AM  Page 16



You don’t believe in compromise and 

neither do we. We believe cigarettes 

should be built by hand—your hands, not 

machines—using great quality tobacco, 

made in the USA. Roll Bugler® today.
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plans to move its entire opera-

tion to Las Vegas by year’s end.

Chavez appreciates the benefits

of doing business in California

(and is amused by how the laid-

back location is perceived by

other industry professionals

around the country), but business

realities having to do with logis-

tics and regulations dictated the

move to Nevada. The company

will retain a Southern California

presence through its highly re-

spected security firm.

And it was in Southern Califor-

nia that we photographed two

of Salient Arms’ newest pieces—

the modified Benelli M4 and the

SIG 226. In the following story,

you’ll see how these two firearms

exemplify the qualities—tactics,

reliability, function and practical-

ity—that represent Salient Arms. 

Jeff Rick is Firepower’s 

Managing Editor.

THE MODEL IN THE PHOTOGRAPHS IS DAVE

RHODEN. HE’S WEARING 5.11 TACTICAL

GEAR. FOLLOWING ARE THE DESCRIPTIONS

FOR SOME OF THE GEAR. 

RECON BOOT

Crafted from roughened suede, durable ripstop

nylon, and real Helcor leather, the Recon Boot

provides superior control and mobility in a broad

range of operational theaters. A full-length

CMEVA midsole and nylon shank provide struc-

ture and support, a broadened forefoot increases

traction and balance, a hidden knife pocket adds

tactical utility, and an integrated Rope Ready

Zone protects during fast roping maneuvers. In-

cludes OrthoLite insoles for cushioned comfort.

TANTO SURGE FIXED-BLADE KNIFE

The Tanto Surge Fixed Blade offers a traditional

plain-edge Tanto blade with a black oxide finish to

minimize visibility and reflection. 8.69 inches overall

with a 4.25-inch AUS8 steel blade and extended full

tang, this premium knife features an ambidextrous

custom-molded, web-compatible polymer sheath.

BURNER HALF-FRAME SUNGLASSES

Burner Half-Frames feature three interchange-

able lenses—Smoke, Ballistic Orange and Clear—

that allow you to adapt your eye protection to the

task at hand. All lenses protect against UVA and

UVB rays, orange lenses eliminate distractions with-

out dimming details, and clear lenses provide maxi-

mum protection without altering visibility.

TPT L2 251 TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT

Weighing in at less than 3 ounces, the TPT L2

251 Tactical Flashlight produces an amazing 251

lumens of light and can operate for 3.5 hours on

full power or for 59 hours at low power. 

ATAC/TMT XL HOLSTER

Quick, reliable and durable, the ATAC XL Hol-

ster is specifically engineered to support the

ATAC/TMT R1, R3MC, TPT L2 251 and most 1-inch

diameter 5.11 duty flashlights. A pivoting design

ensures a smooth draw, rugged construction

stands up to hard use, and a universal attachment

system fits any standard or duty belt.

SO COOL,
YET SO HOT 

Salient.v3  3/18/14  5:47 AM  Page 18



For allowing this
shoot, we extend a

special thanks to Sgt.
Jason Davis of the

Arcadia, California,
Police Department.
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TAC TEC CHEST RIG

The TacTec Chest Rig from 5.11 Tactical can be

worn H-Frame or Rhodesian (x-back) style, and it

offers six magazine compartments coupled with

twin outside compartments that can be quickly

converted to hydration storage. An integrated in-

terior web platform offers modular expansion ca-

pability, and both nylon cover and bungee

retention options are included.

RUSH BACKPACKS

Their family of RUSH Backpacks offers out-

standing functionality and durability. RUSH Back-

packs are made with 1050 durable water-resistant

nylon and feature re-designed contour yoke sys-

tem shoulder straps. Heavy-duty self-repairing YKK

zippers and re-designed rain flies keep your gear

secure and dry. Available in 12-, 24- and 72-hour

versions, each offers a myriad of pockets and front

organization panel, as well as top gadget pockets,

eyewear storage and interior organization panels

and pockets. Backpacks also feature internal hy-

dration compartments with hangers and toggles. 

H.R.T. TITANIUM WATCH

Ideal for operational use, the H.R.T. Titanium

Watch provides all the features you need in a

tough and dependable package. Features in-

clude the integrated SureShot ballistic calcula-

tor, digital and analog displays, chargeable

luminescence, a ratcheting dive bezel, and

100M water resistance.

RAPID ASSAULT SHIRT

The Rapid Assault Shirt is engineered to pro-

vide structured, flexible support during tactical op-

erations or training exercises. Mesh vents

maximize ventilation, saddle shoulders won’t limit

freedom of movement, and stretch-knit construc-

tion takes the weight of body armor without

bunching or chaffing.

STRYKE PANT

Their most popular tactical pant, the Stryke

Pant is crafted from our specialized Fex-Tac ma-

terial to provide superior flexibility, breathabil-

ity and agility in the field. A self-adjusting

tunnel waistband ensures a snug fit at all

times, while double reinforced cargo pockets,

front-facing knife/cell phone pockets, and inte-

grated badge holders keep all your accessories

within easy reach.

SIG 226
SLIDE
•  SAI one-off pre-production

prototype 
•  Cerakote - tungsten gray
•  Slide cuts dramatically reduce

slide weight resulting in an
easier to carry pistol with
shorter shot-to-shot times as
well as faster target-to-target
transitions. Angled front slide
serrations, angled side-of-
slide parallelogram window
cuts to match and a rectan-
gular top-of-slide window.

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
•  Developed new parts to fire

control system to obtain
shorter reset and pull

•  Flattened trigger
•  Added enhanced stability

notches on trigger face
•  Lightened hammer
•  Lighter fire pin return spring
•  Re-springing of entire

weapon

BARREL
•  Match-fit Barsto barrel
•  SAI flat flutes and 

proprietary crown

FRAME
•  Undercut trigger guard for

higher grip
•  Undercut beavertail to 

enhance grip ergonomics
•  Both undercuts along with

slide lighting work 
together in mitigating recoil

•  Altered SIG magwell 
grip - stippled, shorter and
enhancing the funnel to work
efficiently

THE MSRP 
•  SAI-supplied weapon:

$2,699
•  Customer-supplied weapon:

$1,899

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Within two weeks, independent
reviewer John Johnson of Bal-
listic Radio fired 25,000 rounds
of Arms Corp Ammo. During
this test, the pistol only had
one malfunction. At just less
than 10,000 rounds, the recoil
spring failed, which far sur-
passes the suggested life of a
recoil spring.

“ … RENDER THEM
READY FOR 
PROFESSIONALS WHO
NEED TO DEPEND ON
THEIR WEAPONS 
WITHOUT FAIL OR
DELAY.”
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5.11 STRYKE PANT

  Double-deep, double reinforced  
      cargo pockets

  Articulated knees  
      with knee pad pockets

  Teflon® treated for moisture, stain,     
      and soil resistance

  Strong and flexible 6.76 oz. Flex-Tac™  
      ripstop fabric

  Visit 511Tactical.com

  Front hip cell phone / knife pockets

  Self-adjusting tunnel waistband

THE MOST COMFORTABLE 
WEAPON YOU’LL EVER WEAR.
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THE PURSUIT
OF BAD GUYS 

YOU’RE SO WRONG. 
Hollywood has you convinced that

pirates wear a patch over their eye,

walk around with a parrot on their

shoulder and shoot nothing but a

wimpy little pistol. 

And you’ll really dig the Lenco

BearCat, a tactical armored SWAT ve-

hicle that’s armored against .50 cal. 

You’d be so wrong to skip over

these stories. 

From the High Seas to the Concrete Jungle
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What’s 
Inside

• Maritime Madness
• Big, Bad & Burly
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PICTURE THIS.

You’re on a cargo ship, cruising over the high seas, hundreds of

miles from shore. You’re due in port the day after next, and every-

thing is on schedule. Suddenly, on the horizon, you notice a small

boat bouncing across the sun-drenched sea. The sound of gunfire

accompanies its arrival. It’s pirates, and they mean business.

Fortunately, your crew includes PCASP (privately contracted

armed security personnel), and they jump into action…

We find out more about this outrageousness on the high seas

from William H. Watson, vice president and governor of the Mar-

itime Security Council, a non-profit member-driven organization

representing ocean carriers, cruise lines, port facilities and terminals

throughout the world. Read on as Watson gives us a special in-

depth look at a day in the life of PCASP.

MARITIME
MADNESS
8 FAST FACTS ON HOW ANTI-TERRORISM UNITS 
COMBAT PIRATES ON THE HIGH SEAS

BY WILLIAM H. WATSON WITH SEAN COOPER » PHOTOS COURTESY OF MARITIME SECURITY COUNCIL

One Hot Ocean
The ocean in which pirates
most often attack is the
Indian Ocean. 

The Royal Navy scores another victory.

1. HOW IT GOES DOWN
In a pirate attack, what often happens is that

six to eight pirates armed with AK-47s and rocket-

propelled grenades approach a large vessel in a

skiff (open boats powered by onboard motors).

Routinely, they will approach the commercial ves-

sel from the stern and will fire rounds as they ap-

proach. 

These days most vessels have aboard four- to

six-member PCAST crews, which usually carry

7.62mm semi-automatic weapons that they simply

display at the rail. The pirates routinely move

away in search of easier prey.

WEAPON 
OF CHOICE

Good Guys vs. the Bad Guys

GOOD
7.62mm semi-automatic

weapons

BAD
AK-47s, rocket-propelled 

grenade launchers
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2. WHEN PIRATES 
DON’T BACK DOWN

It occasionally happens that frustrated pirates

that have been at sea for a long time will engage

in ship-to-ship contact. To date, there has never

been a successful attack against a vessel with an

armed security force on board. 

The vessel Maersk Alabama in the movie “Cap-

tain Phillips” was the last time a vessel has oper-

ated in the most dangerous part of the high-risk

area without an armed team on board.

3. HOT ZONES
There are high-risk areas in the Indian Ocean

where piracy has been prevalent for the past sev-

eral years. The most dangerous areas are those

waters off Kenya and Somalia. The piracy attacks

in the Indian Ocean have subsided because there

hasn’t been a successful attack in more than a year

due to the skilled armed teams onboard. The suc-

cessful attacks have moved to Africa, off the coast

of Nigeria, from pirates who attempt to steal the

cargo from transiting tankers.

This situation has been going on for more than

five years now. In the Indian Ocean, it has been

somewhat controlled. In the Gulf of Guinea, most

of the coastal states there don’t allow the same

type of armed teams on board, so the vessels are

more at risk, which is a problem. Many people are

lobbying to get the rules changed to get the same

types of teams to operate so that oil tankers are

safe and the crew is protected from pirates.

4. WEAPONS AND DEFENSE
STRATEGIES OF PCAST

As far as the best defense, it’s the semi-auto-

matic 7.62mm. The tactic is to simply show them

the weapon. If pirates continue to approach, the

strategy is to disable their skiffs and leave them

adrift so that navel controls can collect them. The

preferred strategy is to not engage in one-on-one

combat. 

Once a pirate comes aboard a vessel, the situa-

tion is helpless because it’s considered a hostage

situation. The authorities would monitor a

boarded vessel and take it off the coast of Soma-

lia, where normally a ransom is paid.

“… FRUSTRATED PIRATES
THAT HAVE BEEN AT SEA
FOR A LONG TIME WILL
ENGAGE IN SHIP-TO-SHIP
CONTACT.” 
—WILLIAM WATSON

The Navy vs. the pirates. Can you tell who won?

6. WHO THEY ARE, WHAT 
THEY DO

PCASP team members tend to be decorated 

discharged military. 

Their goal is to protect the ship, crew and cargo

when going through high-risk areas. Their role is

strictly defensive. Their focus is to make sure pi-

rates don’t approach and board the vessel. They

also ensure the crew is at ease and able to do their

jobs in a peaceful manner.

7. CHALLENGES PCASP FACES
This has been a very trying time over the past

years, and it’s been a situation in which all the

armed security teams have had to cope and adjust

to the new strategies. There is a very stringent uni-

form set of rules in use of force. The ICOC (Interna-

tional Code of Conduct) and SAMI (Security

Association for the Maritime Industry) regulate

the armed security companies.

8. JOIN THE RANKS
There are a number of companies that are hir-

ing, and they can be found online and through

various hiring programs. There are always open-

ings for well-trained former military people who

want to go out to sea and protect these vessels.

Normally, a military background is preferred. Be-

yond that, one needs to have good discipline,

marksmanship and first-aid and advanced medical

trainer (first responder).

Sean Cooper is a Canadian-based freelance

writer who writes about a multitude of topics for

Beckett Media. 

5. A TYPICAL DAY 
Normally, an armed security team spends most

of its time with its weapons under lock and key

and spends its day keeping an eye out for ap-

proaching skiffs. To prepare the ship’s crew so they

know what to do in case of an attack, the team

takes them through a variety of drills.

William H. Watson: Up Close
Age 63
Years Employed 45
Occupation Vice president and governor, 
Maritime Security Council
Email wwatson@maritimesecurity.org
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9 Facts about Lenco’s BearCat G2, the
Ultimate Tactical Armored SWAT Vehicle

BY DOUG JEFFREY »••{}|[]\|| PHOTOS COURTESY OF LENCO

OME THINGS JUST MAKE YOU

STOP AND STARE. 

Regardless of how hard you

try, you can’t pry your eyes away. There’s

just something magical about a hot chick,

a smokin’ new firearm or the Lenco

BearCat. In the case of the Cat, this thing

is big, bad and burly, and you’re about to

find out nine facts about this bad dog.

1 THE CAT KEEPS OUR FIRST RESPONDERS

SAFE, WHICH IS SO COOL.

The BearCat is an armored CBRNE Inci-

dent Response and Rescue vehicle. Law

enforcement uses it when responding to

dangerous situations in which high-pow-

ered weapons are involved. The vehicle

provides protection and allows them to

approach dangerous situations under the

cover of an armored, mobile bunker. 

S

BIG,
BAD &
BURLY
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3 Quick Facts 1
Lenco Armored Vehi-
cles designs, develops
and manufactures tac-
tical armored security
vehicles for law en-
forcement, military

and the government.

2
Lenco has been in

business since 1981
and has produced

more than 5,000 ar-
mored vehicles in

more than 40 coun-
tries around the world. 

3
Their current product line of
the BEAR and BearCat were
developed in the mid 1990’s
and has expanded to include

variants of each model to
meet mission-specific require-
ments for special operations. 

2 THIS DUDE GETS AROUND.

Hundreds of law enforcement

agencies use the BearCat. In fact,

Lenco tactical response and rescue

vehicles are in more than 90 of the

top 100 U.S. cities and at federal law

enforcement agencies. 

3 HOW TOUGH IS THE CAT’S “SKIN”?

The BearCat is constructed of cer-

tified, U.S.-manufactured armor ma-

terials. It has successfully defeated

multi-hit attacks from high-powered

rifles firing armor-piecing ammuni-

tion. And dig this. The BearCat has

withstood attacks from military-type

hand grenades and improvised ex-

plosive devices producing blast frag-

mentation. 

4 IT’S ABSOLUTELY THE REAL DEAL.

The BearCat has been under di-

rect arms fire in the U.S. law en-

forcement community in dozens of

incidences. And the result? Each

time the ballistic and blast attacks

were defeated. In each case, Lenco

vehicles were credited with saving

lives. 

5 THE BEARCAT HAS HELPED CITI-

ZENS, TOO.

The vehicle has been used to evac-

uate citizens who lived near a dan-

gerous incident.

6 THE BEARCAT SEES A 

MECHANIC, TOO.

Unlike military armored vehicles,

the BearCat is built on a commercial

truck chassis and is readily serviceable

at local dealers and independent re-

pair centers. 

7 WHEN YOU LOOK UNDER THE

HOOD, IT DAZZLES.

The BearCat is equipped with a

turbo diesel engine, automatic trans-

mission, 4-wheel drive, power steer-

ing, power anti-lock brakes (ABS),

dual air conditioning and an AM-FM

Stereo CD player. There are many

proprietary Lenco engineering up-

grades to the chassis to provide nec-

essary reinforcements and to enhance

the vehicle’s performance capabilities

and balance the weight of the armor

materials and personnel on board. 

8 YOU WILL REALLY DIG THIS.

The BearCat is equipped with

run-flat tires and armored fuel tank,

radiator and engine compartment.

There are running boards on the

sides for officers to ride on and from

which to deploy. The gunports are

large enough to fit less-lethal

40mm-gas canisters as well as small

arms. There’s also a 360-degree ro-

tating roof hatch that can be used

for escape/rescue or as ballistic

shielding. The BearCat seats 10-12

officers and can accommodate addi-

tional personnel on the sides, as well

as additional evacuees. 

9 IT’S GOVERNMENT APPROVED.

The Lenco BEAR and BearCat are

on the government’s approved equip-

ment list for many different federal

grants, including Urban Area Security

Initiative, State Homeland Security

Program and Law Enforcement Ter-

rorism Prevention Program. 

The MSRP, 
Life Expectancy
PRICE: BearCats
$200,000 to $275,000,
depending on optional equipment
PRICE: BEAR
$300,000 to $350,000

LIFE EXPECTANCY
20 years

The Cat is cool from any angle.
This is the BombCat with a robot
coming down the ramp.
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Running the Options
Popular optional equipment includes a thermal image camera (detects body heat), a radiation de-

tection package (detects dirty bombs), an explosive gas detection system (such as methane or propane
and warns of imminent danger) and an onboard SCBA (self-contained breathing apparatus) System
(allows personnel to breath compressed onboard air in event of chemical or bio-hazards). 
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Reach Out
NAME
Lenco Armored Vehicles 

ADDRESS
10 Stearnsville Park 
Pittsfield, MA 01201 

PHONE
413-443-7359 

EMAIL
Communications@LencoArmor.com 

WEB
www.LencoArmor.com 

Do the Math 18,000
In pounds, the 

BearCat’s weight

9
In tons, the Cat’s weight

20,8,8
In feet, its length, height

and width

90
In MPH, its speed 

capacity

10-12
In MPG, its gas 

mileage

The Cat is One 
Mean Dog

Neither high-powered rifles firing
armor-piecing ammunition nor

military-type hand grenades and
improvised explosive devices
have damaged the BearCat.

“THERE’S JUST SOMETHING MAGICAL
ABOUT A HOT CHICK, A SMOKIN’ NEW
FIREARM OR THE LENCO BEARCAT.”

Weighing in at nine tons, the BearCat G2 (seen here at the Boston Marathon bombings), should provide law enforcement with 20 years of service.

Other members of the Cat family include
the BearCat G3, which is equipped with
tube launchers on the roof.

A medic attends to a patient
aboard a Lenco MedCat.
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AR-10
VERSION 2.0
DPMS UPS THE ANTE
WITH THE G II

UST WHEN YOU THOUGHT IT WAS TIME TO BUY

AN AR-10, DPMS ROCKS THE MARKETPLACE.

It was more than 50 years ago that the AR-15,

chambered in the 5.56 x 45 mm cartridge, was

adopted by the U.S. military and re-designated the M16.  How-

ever, the original design for the rifle was known as the AR-10 and

chambered in 7.62 x 51 mm. 

While variants of the AR-15 have served our military, law en-

forcement and civilians well, there’s still a demand for the AR-10

and its additional firepower. The market for the AR-10 may not

match that of its younger brother, the AR-15, but it has been con-

sistent and steadily growing. It has now reached a point that

many companies, such as DPMS, offer a selection of AR-10s to

complement their AR-15s.  

For most companies, the addition of a 7.62 x 51 variant would

be enough, but apparently DPMS (and their design engineers) are

forward thinking and have taken the next step in firearm evolu-

tion. DPMS looked at every design aspect of the AR-10, made im-

provements and introduced the G II .308 MSR (modern sporting

rifle). In their own words the G II is: “The lightest, most reliable,

technically advanced .308 MSR.”

J
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WORDS AND PHOTOS BY TERRILL HOFFMAN

6 WAYS THEY 
ARE DIFFERENT
• The receivers are shorter than standard and have a reduced diameter;
•  The compact design is lightweight and only slightly longer than a 

5.56 MSR receiver;
• The lower receiver has an integral trigger guard;
•  To aid in magazine changes, the magazine well is beveled;
• For more consistent function, the upper receiver has a lengthened 

ejection port;
•  To improve feeding of various ammunition types, there’s a steel feed ramp

housed in the upper receiver.
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G II
The G II is a series of new rifles that’s com-

prised of six different models.  These new rifles

all incorporate the “new” standard features. 

DPMS started by creating a matched pair of

forged, level III anodized, Teflon coated 7075 re-

ceivers, which are not only shorter than stan-

dard, but also have a reduced diameter. This

compact design is both lightweight and only ½

inches longer than a 5.56 MSR receiver and 5/8

inches shorter than the current LR-308 pattern.  

The lower receiver has an integral trigger

guard and, for those who prefer to alter their ri-

fles, it accepts any standard AR pistol grip. The

magazine well is beveled to aid in magazine

changes and provides a comfortable surface for

those who use this area while gripping the rifle.

The trigger on the sample rifle had one of the

best triggers I’ve tried on a production rifle, but

the lower receiver will accept any standard after-

market trigger unit.

The upper receiver uses a standard AR for-

ward assist unit, but it has a lengthened ejection

port for more consistent function. This enlarged

port mates with a re-designed shell deflector. 

Unusual in the world of the AR, there’s a steel

feed ramp housed in the upper receiver to im-

prove feeding of various ammunition types. This

ramp allows for the use of a lighter and smaller

barrel extension, allowing the upper receiver to

be smaller, which reduces the overall material

and weight without compromising strength.  

Housed in the upper receiver, the new bolt

and carrier can account for several of the im-

provements to be found on the G II. The forged

monolithic bolt carrier has a reduction in mass

that provides for a smoother and softer recoil

impulse over the older design. 

Instead of the traditional gas key, bolted and

staked to the carrier, the G II carrier has an inte-

gral gas key tower with a removable gas key ex-

There was never anything
wrong with what will become
known as DPMS’ first genera-
tion .308s, but they still found
a way to make them better.
Take your hat off to someone
who can fix what isn’t broken.     

DPMS has set a new standard
for rifles patterned after the
AR-10. The decrease in size
and weight of the new GII has
already solidified its place in
the AR marketplace.  

“ … DPMS (AND THEIR DESIGN EN-
GINEERS) ARE FORWARD THINKING
AND HAVE TAKEN THE NEXT STEP
IN FIREARM EVOLUTION …”
“

AR-10
VERSION 2.0
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tension.  DPMS has chosen to use a new extractor material

that’s nearly impervious to breaking and a patent pending

elastomer extractor spring. In testing, these parts resisted

temperatures from -60˚F to 650˚F+ and showed no effects

from gun cleaners, solvents and degreasers. 

The best way to improve an ejector is to have two, and

that’s exactly what DPMS added to the G II. The dual ejec-

tors should eliminate any problems resulting from ejector

spring fatigue and provides a redundant backup system.   

: Viewed from the
top, you really can’t
separate the GII from
a standard AR-15. It
may weigh a pound
or two more, but it
has the power an AR
could only dream of. 

What it Will 
Run Ya

MSRP

$1,759

“ … THE G II IS 
THE LIGHTEST, 
MOST RELIABLE,
TECHNICALLY 
ADVANCED 
.308 MSR.”
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G II RECON
The rifle shown is one of the new G II Recons

that’s 30% lighter than the original DPMS Recon

model. It features a 16-inch stainless steel barrel

with a bead blast finish. The barrel has a rela-

tively straight contour of 1 inch diameter behind

the gas block and .72 inch forward of the gas

block. 

The low-profile gas block is mounted for a

mid-length gas system. Instead of a flash hider,

the barrel is capped with an Advanced Arma-

ment 51T Blackout Silencer Adapter.  

The handguard is a DPMS Quad-Rail free float

tube that is 9 ¼ inches in length and ends at the

beginning of the gas block. The Recon comes

“JUST WHEN YOU
THOUGHT IT WAS
TIME TO BUY AN
AR-10, DPMS
ROCKS THE 
MARKETPLACE.”

The GII comes equipped as if it
was a custom rifle, and you
would have to think long and
hard to come up with a way to
improve it. It’s the pattern of
the future, and it won’t be long
before you start to see it 
imitated.   

The DPMS GII is ready to
rock straight out of the
box, but a good Leupold 3-
9X scope lets you really
take advantage of the
power increase over the
typical AR-15.    

On the Scale

30
In percentages, how much lighter

the rifle is from the original
DPMS Recon model

AR-10
VERSION 2.0
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(LEFT) The quad-rail is
free floated as an ac-
curacy benefit, and it
gives you all the real
estate needed for the
addition of acces-
sories. (RIGHT) If
you’re used to an AR-
15, you’re ready to
handle the GII. All of
the controls are iden-
tical. The GII has the
advantage of an inte-
gral trigger guard and
the comfort of a Mag-
pul pistol grip.

(LEFT) The GII comes
equipped with an Ad-
vance Armament si-
lencer adaptor. Those
who don’t plan to run
suppressed may wish
to add the flash
hider/compensator of
their choice. (RIGHT)
The receiver exten-
sion tube on the GII
will accept standard
AR furniture. How-
ever, DPMS has al-
ready given the GII an
upgrade with the
Magpul butt stock.
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equipped with a MagPul MOE pistol grip and

a MagPul MOE six-position collapsible stock.  

The G II Recon is a flat-top design allowing

the use of whatever optics the buyer chooses.

However, the Recon comes equipped with

MagPul front and rear fold-down BUIS sights.

NEW VIEW
The new design concepts of the DPMS G II

series will make a profound change to the

way AR-10 style rifles are viewed. In overall

size and weight, it falls between the AR-15

and the traditional AR-10. It’s the increased

power of the .308 over the 5.56 x 45 that kept

the AR-10 alive, but the ingenuity of DPMS

will make the G II a game changer.  

Terrill Hoffman is a contributing editor to

Firepower.

(TOP) The GII breaks down the
same as any other AR. You may
have to add a little size over the
AR-15, but you gain the power 
of the .308 Winchester. (RIGHT) 
Adjustable for elevation, the front
sight folds out of the way when
optics are used.
(BOTTOM RIGHT) The fold down
rear sight has dual apertures, and
when combined with the post
front sight, these BUIS sights will
handle close ranch needs. To take
advantage of the .308 Win. car-
tridge, try a good medium-power
scope. 

EZ to Reach DPMS Firearms
ADDRESS
3312 12th Street SE 
St. Cloud, MN 56304 

PHONE
800-578-3767

WEBSITE
www.dpmsinc.com

AR-10
VERSION 2.0

The Specs
DPMS GII RECON
Caliber: 308 / 7.62 Nato
Length: 38 inches
Weight: 8.5 pounds
Barrel: 16-inch 416 stainless, bead-blasted, mid-length gas
Upper Receiver: Forged 7075 T6 lvl 3 anodized, Teflon-coated, A3 type
Lower Receiver: Forged 7075 T6 lvl anodized, Teflon-coated
Twist: 1x10
Stock: MagPul MOE six-position collapsible stock
Fire Control: DPMS two-stage
Pistol Grip: MagPul MOE
Front/Rear Sight: MagPul Front and Rear BUIS
Flash Hider: None - advanced armament 51T blackout silencer adaptor
Handguard: DPMS four-rail free-float tube
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World of Firepower
World of  Firepower is now 

available on Apple Newsstand, Google 
Play and Kindle.

World of  Firepower provides the gun enthusiast with everything 
about the gun lifestyle, including the latest gear, home defense, 

trends, training and the hottest new guns on the market.

Download the FREE APP and get a 1-year subscription 
(6 issues) for only  

$15.99 and save 70% off newsstands!
You can also purchase single issues for only $3.99.

Now

For questions on downloading this app contact 800-764-6278
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OUTDOORSMAN’S
PARADISE Get Up Close and Personal

with Cool Gadgets, Hot ARs, 
Amazing Tactical Flashlights, 
Protective Gear and More

YOU’RE ABOUT TO ENTER A WORLD

UNLIKE ANY OTHER. 

It’s magical. It’s tactical. You can get lost

here, and you hope you do. After all, who

wants to go back to nine-to-five, anyway?

So journey with us. Milton may have lost

paradise, but we found it smack in the mid-

dle of “Sin City.” —Editor

BY SEAN COOPER, DOUG JEFFREY AND ABE ELIAS 

Company: Sisk Rifles
Model: STAR Tactical Adaptive Rifle
Website: www.siskrifles.com
WHY IT’S COOL: The STAR, or Sisk
Tactical Adaptive Rifle, is the profes-
sional answer for the most demanding
shooters and tactical situations. Why?
It has an adjustable stock that can be
easily field adjusted for any shooter or
situation and multiple shooters with a
simple modular change. Fully cus-
tomizable for the accessories today's
tactical shooters need, a STAR gives
the shooter the long-awaited flexible
platform good enough to deliver in
life-and-death situations..

MSRP: 
$6,499
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Company: Caldwell 

Model: AR-15 Mag Charger

Website: www.battenfeldtechnologies.com/caldwell

WHY IT’S COOL: Hunters love shooting, but

many absolutely despise having to reload all the

magazines. Fortunately, Caldwell has given the AR

shooter a gift with the AR-15 Mag Charger, which

eliminates the long process of reloading your 

magazines. 

The Mag Charger is so easy to use that we can

share the directions in less than one sentence—sim-

ply grab a 50-round box and dump it into the loading

tray. The product was designed around reloader’s

boxes and factory-made 50-round boxes, which al-

lows you to attach your magazine and start loading

as fast as you can punch the lever. 

Company: Extreme Beam

Model: M4 Scirrako

Website: www.buyextremebeam.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Sick of flimsy flashlights

that falter under the pressure of your hunting

gear in your pack? 

Then it’s time to make the switch to the M4

Scirrako. 

It doesn’t get much more durable than this

long-range workhorse, constructed out of solid

bar stock aluminum and featuring an ultra-

bright 230-lumen bulb that can outshine other

flashlights with twice that lumen rating. 

How does it achieve that? The M4 features

a precision engineered reflecting cone that

captures nearly all of the light produced from

the powerful LED bulb. 

This means you’ll have a powerful tune-

focusable central beam with a light projection

of more than 330 meters for seven full hours.

MSRP: 
$89.99

MSRP: 
$59.95

Dig the Numbers
230

Lumen rating

330
In meters, how far the

beam projects

7
In hours, the duration 

of the light

Company: Hawke

Model: Endurance 30 Scope Line

Website: www.hawkeoptics.com

WHY IT’S COOL: This is for those of you who

are into long-range hunting, and that’s where

the newly-redesigned Endurance 30 scope family

comes into play. You’ll get a feature-rich scope

with low-profile turrets that make adjustments

easy and repeatable. Instead of the standard

click-step illumination control, you’ll find a sim-

ple stepless rheostat control that allows for virtu-

ally infinite adjustment, ensuring your reticle is

visible in almost any light condition.  

You’ll also find out-of-the-box accuracy

thanks to aimpoints from 100 to 600 yards, as

well as 50-yard dot markers. Plus, the yardages

are etched directly onto the reticle field, meaning

there is no need to memorize aimpoints—

they’re always right before your eyes. 

MSRP: 
$319 to

$999
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Company: Famars

Model: SRT Azione Series SRT Survival Knife

Website: www.famarsusa.com

WHY IT’S COOL: You’ve always got a knife strapped to

your belt, but how about a fire starter, LED light and glass

breaker? You don’t need to bring those items along if you’ve

got the SRT Survival Knife with you, because it includes all of

that equipment in one ultra-durable knife. 

Featuring a hand-ground blade and razor-sharp edge, the

SRT Survival only weighs 159 grams, so even though it in-

cludes everything you’ll need to protect yourself on your next

excursion, it can easily hang from your belt or tuck inside of

your backpack so you’re always covered.

MSRP: 
$149

Company: Condor 

Model: Gunner Plate Carrier

Website: www.condoroutdoor.com 

WHY IT’S COOL: First responders need lightning-fast

access to their plate carriers, and the Gunner does not

disappoint. This grab-and-go tactical vest is lightweight

but doesn’t skimp on the features you need when timing

is critical.

The Gunner features an emergency drag handle, anti-

slip padded shoulder straps, hook and loop tube/wire

guides, quick-collapse pull tab, adjustable cummerbund,

and document pocket. It also holds M/L ESAPI plates on

the front and back quick access pockets and has a com-

fortable, padded interior mesh lining, as well as a self-as-

semble restoration. 

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

Company: Sure Fire
Model: SOCOM Series Fast-Attach Sound Suppressor
Website: www.surefire.com

WHY IT’S COOL: They call this a technological breakthrough. 
Following the most extensive testing and evaluation of suppressors

in U.S. military history, the SOCOM556-RC (5.56 mm) and SOCOM762-
RC (7.62 mm) models received contract awards from the U.S. Special
Operations Command (USSOCOM). 

They are in demand because they feature high-temperature alloy
and stainless steel construction, improved gas-flow dynamics and a
patent-pending front-plate design. 

The result? 
Virtual elimination of first-round flash, reduced back pressure that

lowers suppressed cyclic rate and gas blowback on the operator.

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER
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Where We Found Paradise 
The Sands Expo and Convention Center
hosted the NSSF’s 2014 SHOT show. 
There were more than 1,600 
competitors, and some 67,000 attended.

Company: FLIR 

Model: ThermoSight R-Series Scope

Website: www.flir.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Want the same quality of thermal night

vision on your scope that law enforcement and military officers

have? Then it’s time to invest in FLIR’s ThermoSight R-Series,

which is the first line of thermal night vision scopes for non-

game hunting.

When you look through the R-Series lens, you’ll see the

body heat of varmints and predators, regardless of the amount

of visible light present. The scope has automatic image opti-

mization and an advanced shock reduction system that is quali-

fied for an MSR semi-automatic platform, up to .30 Cal. You

can choose from one of six different models, which go up to

16x magnification, and then simply attach it to your Picatinny

rail to start visualizing everything in your path.

IN QUOTES: “The ThermoSight R-Series is the latest exam-

ple of FLIR’s commitment to making first-class thermal imaging

affordable to consumers,” said FLIR CEO Andy Teich. “The top

shots in militaries and police forces around the world have de-

pended upon FLIR for years. We can now offer our advanced

thermal technology to customers pursuing legal, non-game

hunting here at home.”

MSRP: 
$3,499 to

$8,999

Company: 5.11 Tactical
Model: Zero-G Plates/Bravo Duty Belt
Website: www.511tactical.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Tactical gear was created for function, not for style. But when you’re
the one wearing it, you’re certainly wishing it was lighter weight and easier to wear. 
That’s what 5.11 Tactical was thinking when it introduced the Zero-G Plates System, a rev-
olutionary load-bearing technology that makes law enforcement officers’ duty gear feel
lighter, more comfortable and secure. Combined with the Bravo Duty Belt, the relief can be
almost instantaneous for officers accustomed to carrying a heavy load.

IN QUOTES: “Police officers often endure unnecessary back pain caused by the im-
proper weight distribution of their duty gear. Having the desire to help solve this poten-
tially debilitating condition, we partnered with Stanford engineers to introduce the Zero-G
Plates System, which helps distribute weight more comfortably.” 
— Mike McCourt, category business leader at 5.11 Tactical.

MSRP: 
starts at

$49.99
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Company: Tracking Point
Model: XS3 Precision-Guided Firearm
Website: www.tracking-point.com/
precision-guided-firearms/xs3

WHY IT’S COOL: Now, this is sweet.
The XS3 Precision Guided Firearm is opti-

mized for hunting and terminal effects on
game with the 190 gr. LRX round. A bolt-ac-
tion, .300 Winchester Magnum Surgeon ac-
tion powers each shot from the long-range
hunting rifle. The 22-inch, Krieger cut-rifled
Palma profile barrel is fitted in a McMillan A5
chassis.

The XS3 delivers an effective range of Tag
Track Xact (TTX) to 850 yards. Its parallax-free
zoom is 6 to 30X. The scope streams video to
Android and iOS smart phones and tablets.
Wind speed is the only data you’ll manually
input to the scope.

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

Company: Versa Carry
Model: Versa Carry
Website: www.versacarry.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Clip. Click. Conceal.
End of story. But we’ll give you a little more. 
The clip portion is made of a custom plastic
resin designed for durability, strength and
heat resistance. A specifically angled bottom
flange is molded into the clip to create a
clamping action when the barrel retention
rod is inserted into a gun barrel.

Company: Bobcat Tactical
Model: Mine Probe 
Website:
www.bobcattacticalsolutions.com

WHY IT’S COOL: It saves lives. 
The man who invented this product is
Andrew Bottrell, a 28-year-old former
Navy EOD Tech who spent about nine
years in the service. On October 1,
2011, Bottrell was deployed with
SEAL Team 10 when he “got blown up
in Afghanistan.” During his recovery
and before he was medically retired,
he designed a mine probe that has a
patent pending.

“It's a simple yet effective mine
probe that if I were still able to oper-
ate I would use with confidence,” he
says. It’s made of G10 material, which
is non-conductive and non-ferrous.

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER
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Company: Night Optics USA
Model: D-112 GEN 1+ 3.6X  
Night Vision Monocular 
Website: www.nightoptics.com

WHY IT’S COOL: This high-
performance system is weather re-
sistant and features an integrated IR
illuminator. It’s configured for hands-
free operation. 

Company: Precision Reflex
Model: GenIII Free Float Forearm Carbine Natural
Website: www.precisionreflex.com

WHY IT’S COOL: This free-float carbon fiber
forearm, which is carbine length and has a natural
finish, is light and strong. It also reduces the
amount of heat transferred to the shooter during
rapid fire.

Company: SKB Cases
Model: iSeries Watertight Cases
Website: www.skbcases.com

WHY IT’S COOL: It doesn’t matter if no one can stop the rain, as SKB
just came out with yet another MIL-STD injection-molded watertight case.
The interior of the new 4909-SR Watertight Injection Molded Single Rifle
Case measures 49 inches by 9 inches by 5 inches and features an EPS and
convoluted foam base with convoluted foam in the lid for stable position-
ing of your rifle with plenty of room for additional accessories. Let it rain. 

Company: Nitro-Pak 
Model: Survival Food Tabs
Website: www.nitro-pak.com

WHY IT’S COOL: The Nitro-Pak sur-
vival food tabs are essentially life saving
food rations formed into convenient and
easy-to-eat, chewable tablets. They pro-
vide 100% of the daily-recommended al-
lowances of 15 essential vitamins and
minerals. These survival tablets, initially
developed for the US Army Special
Forces, supply 20 calories per tablet and
are 100% digestible.

MSRP: 
$399.99

MSRP: 
$139.99

MSRP: 
$24.95

MSRP: 
$315
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Company: SEAL 1
Model: Cotton Cleaning Patch Line
Website: www.seal1.net

WHY IT’S COOL: These are tradi-
tional napped cleaning patches, and
their line covers .22-.58 caliber, as well
as shotgun gauges. If you like bulk, buy
these in packages of 1,000. 

MSRP: 
$59.99

Company: Morakniv
Model: Bushcraft Black 
Website: www.industrialrev.com/morakniv

WHY IT’S COOL: This is a “sturdy knife
with an anti-corrosive, black-coated blade
of high-carbon steel.” The Bushcraft Black
Tactical is the same knife with the MOLLE-
compatible sheath of heavy-duty nylon.

Company: EOTech 
Model: X320 and LWTS
Website: www.eotech-inc.com

WHY IT’S COOL: If you had to list the leading companies in high-tech
optics, one of the first names to come into your mind would most likely
be EOTech, due to its stellar reputation for selling high-quality, durable
holographic optical systems. 

This year, EOTech introduced two new thermal imaging products that
impressed our editors at the SHOT show. One is a hand-held thermal im-
ager (the X320) and the other is a weapons-mounted system (the LWTS). 

The X320 is a compact, hand-held thermal imager capable of detect-
ing activity up to 800 yards. Equipped with three color modes for temper-
ature, it also offers white hot and black hot. The software interface allows
you to customize your temperature measurements and to adjust the cross
hairs, while magnification can go to 2x, 3x or 4x.

The LWTS weapon-mounted sight can detect activity out to 1,400 me-
ters and runs on two AA batteries for about 10 hours. Offering 1x or 2X
zoom, you’ll be able to focus the lenses from three meters to infinity. Res-
olution on the unit is 640 x 480. With state-of-the art technology like the
LWTS, nightfall no longer provides a barrier to the hunter or soldier.

MSRP: 
$3,799 

for x320,
$10,999 

for the lwts

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

Company: Globalstar
Model: GSP-1700
Website: www.global.star.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Imagine, if you
will, being able to connect to the peo-
ple and data that matter most—in
the places and times that traditional
communications don't always work.
Very cool. And that is why the GSP-
1700 may be the “ultimate” hand-
held portable satellite phone. Using
the optional GIK-1700 installation kit,
you can create a complete satellite
phone system in your vehicle or vessel
… from the smallest car to the
largest aircraft carrier. 

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER
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Company: Kahr
Model: CT4043
Website: www.kahr.com

WHY IT’S COOL: The new CT4043
features a full-size polymer frame with
a stainless steel slide and white bar-dot
sight configuration. The CT4043 fea-
tures a 4-inch barrel, and its overall
length is 6.5 inches. It’s 5.13 inches
high, and the slide’s width is .94 inches.
It weighs just 21.8 ounces with the
magazine, making it slim, lightweight
and perfect for concealed carry.

MSRP: 
$449

Company: ATI 
Model: AR22
Website: www.atigunstocks.com

WHY IT’S COOL: ATI stocks have been known for their
quality and innovation in either enhancing the platform of
your firearm or changing it substantially. This year, how-
ever, ATI has created a new stock system that takes your
Ruger factory 10/22 from a sport rifle to a full-on AR
replica. Known as the AR22, the new stock is a sturdy
combination of polymer and aluminum chassis to turn
your 10/22 into a functioning replica. 

When we saw the setup at the SHOT show, we were
absolutely taken by the presentation of the system and
how it matched the AR platform. Cloaked inside, however,
was a 10/22 receiver and barrel. After the conversion is
complete, you then also have the added ability to expand
the platform as you would an AR because the system not
only looks like an AR—it also functions like one.

“… WE WERE ABSOLUTELY TAKEN BY THE
PRESENTATION OF THE SYSTEM AND HOW IT
MATCHED THE AR PLATFORM.”

MSRP: 
$169.99

Company: LaserMax
Model: Uni-Max Green
Website: www.lasermax.com

WHY IT’S COOL: The Uni-Max is a
high-visibility green, pulsating laser, and it
fits on virtually any Picatinny or Weaver rail
that is at least 1 3/4-inches long. It weighs
less than an ounce and puts out the “high-
est power laser beam” allowable by law.
The battery life is one hour, and it has an
automatic 10-minute shut-off. 

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER
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Company: Mesa Tactical
Model: Crosshair Recoil Buffer System
Website: www.mesatactical.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Ron Bahling, of Mesa, explains how it works. 
“The Crosshair Hydraulic Recoil Buffer works in conjunction

with the Mesa Tactical stock to mitigate the harsh recoil associ-
ated with various 12-gauge pump-action shotgun platforms by
using a custom orifice pattern uniquely designed to allow hy-
draulic fluid to flow at a specific rate. This action provides a range
of benefits to the shooter, including reduced felt recoil, increased
accuracy, quicker follow-up shots and greatly enhanced comfort.”

MSRP: 
$150

Company: Drifire
Model: Fortrex Combat Ensemble
Website: www.drifire.com/

WHY IT’S COOL: We wore the Dri-
fire shirt, and we can tell you that these
rock. Big time. They are comfortable,
great for working out and you’ll be
waiting a long, long time if you’re wait-
ing for us to say one negative thing
about this product. In fact, you’d have
to wait forever. 

In Bullets
• Integrated, removable impact-resistant D30 elbow and

knee pad system
•  Reinforced, double stitched seat to prevent blowouts
•  Higher pant seat relieves body armor chafing
•  Made with DRIFIRE’s proprietary FORTREX fabric
•  Wicking and fast drying
•  Cool, breathable fabric minimizes heat build up
•  “Twice the durability” of competitor’s fabrics (wet and dry)
•  Excellent tensile and tear strengths

Company: Range Systems
Model: RS1000 Electric Target Retrieval System
Website: www.range-systems.com

WHY IT’S COOL: The RS1000 Electric Target Retrieval system
offers variable target distances, simple operation and minimal
maintenance. The system offers variable target distances up to
25 yards and moves the target quickly at eight feet per second
on an overhead steel track. The shooter controls the target and
sends it to the desired distance by engaging a bi-directional
switch at the firing line.  

Basically, you don’t have to do a whole lot more than 
fine-tune your shot.

MSRP: 
$2,400

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER
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$150-
$265
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MSRP: 
$1,000 to

$1,500

Company: Oakley

Model: Prizm Eyewear

Website: www.oakleysi.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Your shot is only as good as your eyesight, and Oakley

Prizm lenses makes shooting a lot easier by improving your vision. Increasing

the contrast between targets and the surrounding environment does this.

Whether you’re shooting at dawn or dusk, you’ll have crystal clear sight at dif-

ferent times of day. 

These lenses are durable and function in adverse weather conditions, even

in the snow and rain. Never squint again to see your target—not only is your

vision clearer, the lenses reduce eye fatigue and strain.

IN QUOTES: “Arguably the most demanding sports for superior optics are

shooting and hunting. The TR22 and TR45 allow in enough light to help a

shooter do his job without squinting or causing excess eye strain. The ability to

improve the eye’s capacity to acquire targets, identify objects, lines, colors and

images is an immediate advantage.” 

— Drew Wallace, Oakley’s product manager

Company: U.S. Optics
Model: SR-4C 1-4X Red Dot Rifle Scope
Website: www.usoptics.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Let’s cut to the chase. The
new rifle scope is a versatile and rugged short
range rifle optic that features magnification of 1-4x.
The scope is 9.25 inches, weighs 1.24 pounds and
the eye relief is 3.7 inches. 

MSRP: 
$1,999
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Company: FNH USA

Model: FN 15 Carbine

Website: www.fnhusa.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Ever wonder how firearms that are

used in battle survive the harsh conditions of war, but

yours can’t even seem to hold up to your weekly time at

the range? It’s time to switch to a firearm that can take

the heat.

The FN15 Carbine is based on firearms built to with-

stand the varied and unrelentingly harsh conditions of

battlefields around the world. Featuring a 16-inch, but-

ton-broached, chrome-lined barrel for extended service

life and a collapsible stock for easy adjustment, this car-

bine boasts a removable carrying handle. Also standard

are a rear sight and an A2-style front sight for easy target

acquisition, as well as a dual heatshield oval handguard. 

CALIBER: 5.56X45mm, 300 BLK

BARREL: 16.1” MEDIUM TAPER, 1:7” TWIST

MUZZLE: CMMG SV BRAKE

HAND GUARD: RKM14 KEYMOD FREE-FLOAT HAND GUARD

FURNITURE: MAGPUL MOE PISTOL GRIP AND CTR STOCK

RECEIVER: FORGED 7075-T6 ALUMINUM 100% MADE IN THE U.S.A.

TRIGGER TYPE: GEISSELE AUTOMATICS SSA 

WEIGHT: 6.7 LBS unloaded

LENGTH:  33.5”

cmmginc.com

There is something special 
about an accurate rifl e. 
Especially one that is well-
balanced, fast-handling 
and guaranteed to perform 
for life. Available in more 
calibers and variants than 
we can list.
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WHY IT’S COOL: The Meslas is an
innovative fire-control riflescope (10x40)
designed for sniper rifles. When measur-
ing distances, the device calculates the
elevation angle according to the ranged
target accurate adjustability.

Company: Civilian Lab
Model: Rifle-Carry Modular Daypack
Website: www.civilianlab.com 

WHY IT’S COOL: With the Modular Daypack, you can
bring all your gear and not lug around a heavy backpack.
The Overwatch Rifle-Carry Modular Daypack is a dual-pur-
pose bag—it’s the first backpack that magically transforms
from an ordinary backpack into rifle-carry pack in mere mo-
ments. Not only is it easy to change, its modular design
makes it simple for storing a variety of things. There are
even two padded sleeves in the top that can be rolled out
to make the pack even bigger.

IN QUOTES: “Hazard 4's Overwatch Rifle-Carry Modular
Daypack is the first backpack that can transform into a ro-
bust rifle-carry pack. Two padded sleeves in the top and
bottom can be rolled out to fit various sizes of rifle and po-
sitioned higher or lower in different environments like low
overhead tree-cover. It also includes modular MOLLE web-
bing and a thermoformed hatch for optics protection.” 
— Filip Postolek, Marketing Director at Hazard 4

MSRP: 
$60 to 
$100 Company: Meprolight

Model: Meslas
Website: www.meprolight.com 

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

Quick List
• Compact fire control system
• Single-pulse laser rangefinder operating in an eye-safe spectral range
• Measures distances and elevation angles
• Optional measuring of temperature, humidity, weapon elevation and

axial angle sensors for ballistic calculations
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Company: YETI Coolers
Model: YETI Tank
Website: www.yeticoolers.com 

WHY IT’S COOL: There’s nothing worse than a warm beer on a hot summer’s eve. Cool all your drinks and never sip a
warm beverage again with YETI Tank. 

YETI Tank is built to last. This 20-gallon tank is rotational molded, making it dent-proof and nearly indestructible. YETI
Tank is a lean, mean drink-holding machine—holding up to 96 cans, 60 longneck bottles or even a full-size keg. With insu-
lation on the inside, you’ll never have to worry about pulling out a sweaty can of beer again.

IN QUOTES: “We wanted to build something entirely different, while staying true to what we know works best. The
Tank is built with the quality of a YETI, while offering something totally new to consumers. It’s for those people who take
their fun seriously and want the most out of their next barbecue, tailgating event or outdoor party.” 
— Roy Seiders, CEO and co-founder of YETI Coolers

MSRP: 
$249.95

Company: Gerber
Model: Myth Hatchet
Website: www.gerbergear.com

WHY IT’S COOL: The hatchet is enhanced to skin and will
chop the biggest game. The rubber handle, “cleverly engi-
neered,” was developed for a grippy but not sticky hold. It
features a full tang, superior strength and balance, and a
molded sheath.

MSRP: 
$45

For more information, visit www.eotech-inc.com/products/sights/xps2

transform          arsenal.your

XPS Black

EOTech’s Holographic Weapon Sight is superior to red dots:

• Large ring around the dot gets you on target faster 
• The smallest dot in the industry provides better accuracy

 

An           Communications Company © 2013, L-3 EOTech
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Company: Action Target
Model: Range Control Tower
Website: www.actiontarget.com

WHY IT’S COOL: The Action Target control towers, which are for the military, are
sturdy command centers that provide comfort for your training officers and protection
for your computer equipment. They are weather-sealed and climate-controlled so the in-
terior creates a practical and professional environment that allows training officers to
conduct their training with greater safety and efficiency. 

Company: Barska
Model: AC10548- 8-32x44 IR SWAT
Sniper Scope
Website: www.barska.com

WHY IT’S COOL: This badboy—
which is 30mm, with 5-inch shade and
5/8-inch rings— is 100 percent water-
proof, fogproof and shockproof. Among
other features it has fully multi-coated
optics, illuminated mil-dot glass-etched
reticle, lockable easy-grip target-style
windage and elevation adjustments.
And, it is built to operate under the
most demanding conditions.

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

Company: CCI Ammunition 
Model: Subsonic HP
Website: www.cci-ammunition.com

WHY IT’S COOL: In the last sev-
eral years, sales in the firearm indus-
try have risen and a number of
people have applied for silencers. As
silencers have grown in popularity,
it’s been hard enough to find .22
LR—not to mention subsonic
ammo—but this year, CCI solves that
problem with its new Subsonic round
that shoots beautifully from a sup-
pressed weapon. 

MSRP: 
$7.49 

for 100

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER
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Company: Bushnell
Model: Excursion HD Binoculars
Website: www.bushnell.com

WHY IT’S COOL: At the end of the day, you’ve
got to love your equipment. And if the Excursion
HD Binoculars are in your inventory, you will. 
These are available in two configurations, an 8x
and 10x 42mm. They feature a premium open-
bridge design and magnesium chassis. What does
this mean? Rugged lightweight housing. 
You’ll also get bright, clear images from these
100% waterproof/fogproof binoculars.

Company: MTM
Model: Predator
Website: www.specialopswatch.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Schwarzenegger,
Cody Ross, Justin Verlander. These are all
cool dudes who wear MTM watches. Why
do they love them? Just keep reading.
This timepiece has been completely re-
designed and upgraded from the last ver-
sion, says MTM. The limited edition
Predator is available in both titanium and
stainless steel, and they say the move-
ment is Swiss, the case 44mm, the
chronograph precise. 
If you also want to be one of the cool
dudes, you know what to do. 

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

Company: Rudy Project
Model: Firebolt
Website: www.e-rudy.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Who doesn’t love the name? When you
find out what the Firebolt has, you’ll love the product, too. 

Weighing in at 27 grams, these ultra-light and stylish sun-
glasses offer the “perfect balance” of ergonomics and optical
performance in an affordable package. Plus, the Quick Change
systems allow you to manage different lighting conditions by
easily swapping lenses. They also feature anti-slip, soft rubber
temple tips and an adjustable nosepiece. Basically, these
glasses should fit like a glove. 

MSRP: 
less than

$200

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

A Revolutionary Gun Cleaning System
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Bullet Points
• You’ll be seeing at distances beyond 550 feet.
• This rocks a 180-lumen LED bulb that works along

with an amplifier to extend your range of vision. 
• In addition to high-mode, hike-mode, and flash set-

tings, an S.O.S. flash signal can be initiated when the
power button is depressed for four seconds, thus
making it a distress beacon that rescue aircraft can
spy from the sky. 

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

Company: Extreme Beam
Model: OSR-800 Headlamp
Website: www.buyextremebeam.com

WHY IT’S COOL: We’ve all been there—heading out for an
expedition and in need of bright light to illuminate the night, but
no extra hands to hold a flashlight. 

That’s where the OSR-800 comes into play.
You get one of the world’s brightest and farthest reaching 3.5

ounce quick-focusable lights strapped to a fully-adjustable elastic
headband, giving you hands-free light when you need it the most.

Company: NC Star
Model: Ultimate Sighting System Generation 2
Website: www.ncstar.com

WHY IT’S COOL: It’s all-new, it’s Generation 2 and it’s ideal for any AR-15 platform rifle.  
This sighting system provides all the benefits of a Mark III Tactical 3-9X magnified scope

with the advantage of a micro red-dot reflex optic for close-range targets. The scope center-
line height has been raised to 1.5 inches, creating more room for a low profile Rear BUIS.
Note that the quick-release mount has been updated with a smaller, more ergonomic design
and an additional locking feature.  

MSRP: 
$29.95
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Company: NC Star
Model: VISM
Website: www.ncstar.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Check it out. This
new model features locking windage
and elevation target turrets with zero
reset so adjustments made for longer
distances can be returned to original
zero.  

If you’re shooting in low light, the
glass-etched reticle illuminates in blue
and green. Among other features, the
parallax adjustment knob provides ad-
justment from 50 yards to an infinite
range and also features a locking design
to hold settings in place. 

Company: Rand
Model: Rand CLP
Website: www.randbrands.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Which is cooler? A
product that cuts cleaning time in half or
the fact that a former Army Ranger and a
police sergeant created this product? It
could be a tie.

This is a non-toxic cleaner, lubricant and
protectant recreates the surface of the
metal by filling in the pores, creating a new,
more lubricious surface.  This allows the lu-
bricant to work better and last longer. 

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

ONLY A MONTH
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WHY IT’S COOL: Get smart and train with a dummy. 
The Hawk is a life-like training dummy with advanced dynamic limbs,

bridging the gap between traditional punching bags and live sparring
partners. It’s called "Mohawk" or "Hawk" for short because of its dis-
tinctive hairstyle. In the absence of another person, it’s the most realistic
sparring partner that you'll find anywhere. 

Hawk is an externally anatomically accurate life-sized training
dummy with detailed human features. His arms and legs hold whatever

position you arrange them in. And if you push an arm or leg away from
its set position, it springs back as soon as you release it. Add the op-
tional electronics and software, and Hawk will guide you through work-
outs and provide metrics on your performance.

You can practice striking, grappling, trapping, clearing, shots, take-
downs, submissions, throws, sweeps, stick fighting and much more, in-
cluding handcuff training. 

Company: Virtic Industries
Model: Hawk Combatives Training Partner
Website: www.virticindustries.com

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

Company:
Adventure Medical Kits
Model: Adventure Medical Kit
Comprehensive
Website: www.
adventuremedicalkits.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Things hap-
pen. This invaluable kit includes a
fold-out organization panel for
medications, a detachable ultra-
light/watertight summit kit featur-
ing DryFlex technology, and
supplies to treat basic and ad-
vanced illnesses and trauma.
Enough said.

MSRP: 
$200

Company: MoroVision 
Model: COTI (Clip-On Thermal Imager)
Website: www.morovision.com

WHY IT’S COOL: We don’t need to tell you that tech-
nology is killer, and Morovision is on the cutting edge. 
The COTI attaches to existing Night Vision Devices
(NVDs) to add additional capabilities, including thermal
overlay. We’re talking state-of-the art. Low power con-
sumption, optimal sensor technology and high-perfor-
mance optics integrate seamlessly to provide long-wave
infrared technology. COTI mounts on existing NVDs with
a bracket, so the clip-on technology allows increased ca-
pabilities without the need to refit helmets with special
equipment.

MSRP: 
$6,865
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Company: Thales Group
Model: Sagittarius Evolution
Website: www.thalesgroup.com/

WHY IT’S COOL: This is cool and also hot. 
Sagittarius Evolution allows you to train how

you fight, as it has real adapted weapons in every
possible scenario, and it uses the latest state-of-the-
art CryEngine simulation technology. 

You can also connect different modules, such as
infantry teams in different places can train together
in the same scenario. In a naval boarding scenario,
the helicopter crew can train for the interaction be-
tween pilot and doorgunner, while the boarding
team clears the ship from the bad guys.

Like we said, it’s cool and very hot. 

Company: Colt
Model: LE6920
Website: www.colt.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Let’s get right to it. The caliber is 5.56 x 45
NATO, it weighs 6.29 pounds, it’s 32 inches long, the barrel is 16.1
inches, the rifling is 1/7 RH and it features a 30-round magazine. 

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

Company: Sure Fire
Model: HellFighter4
Website: www.surefire.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Dig this. This light has
3,000 lumens. If the sun ever runs out of
energy, SureFire can provide the light.
Like the original HellFighter, the Hell-
Fighter 4 (HF4) uses a rugged high inten-
sity discharge (HID) lamp that is virtually
immune to failure from recoil, vibration,
or impact, since it has no filament to
break or burn out. However, the HF4
features some improvements, the most
significant being an integral recharge-
able backup battery that can run the
HellFighter 4 for 30 minutes at full out-
put using no external power source.

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

MSRP: 
$6,460
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Company: Kimber
Model: 8400 Advanced Tactical SOC 
(Special Operations Capable)
Website: www.kimberamerica.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Chambered in .308 Winchester and .300 Winchester Mag-
num, the Advanced Tactical SOC ships with a five-round detachable magazine for
fast reloading. Among a ton of other features, it has a proprietary aluminum side-
folding stock with integral 1913 MIL-STD rail, along with a second rail for secure
attachment of optics and accessories. The top rail has 20 MOA elevation built in to
maximize the adjustment range of high-magnification optics. 

For precision shooting in any position, the stock is adjustable for both comb
height and length of pull, and it even has an adjustable rear monopod for addi-
tional stability when used in conjunction with a bipod mounted to the lower
forend rail. The Model 8400 Advanced Tactical SOC also ships in a waterproof hard
case suitable for both storage and deployment.

Company: Leupold
Model: Mark 8 CQBSS
Website: www.leupold.com

WHY IT’S COOL: The Leupold Mark 8 1.1-
8x24mm CQBSS M5B1 Front Focal has been se-
lected by the United States Marine Corps Special
Operations Command (MARSOC) for use by
front-line Marines in combat. 

We’ll let Joseph Sroka, Force Modernization
Officer, Marine Special Operations Regiment,
MARSOC, tell you why it’s cool. 

“This optic allows them (users) to dial down
their power and use the illuminated 5-MOA aim-
ing circle as they would a reflex optic when
shooting in close quarters or conducting aerial
gunnery and use the same optic to win precision
engagements out to the maximum effective
range of a 7.62 platform. This optic is ideal for
Marine Special Operators and the missions they
conduct.” 

IN QUOTES: “The recognition of the quality
and dependability by MARSOC further strength-
ens the position that Leupold is well-respected
in the U.S. military.” — Chris Estadt, Leupold’s
director of military business development. 

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

MSRP: 
$4,099

Company: Plano Molding
Model:1403-00 Protector 
Single Pistol Case
Website: www.planomolding.com

WHY IT’S COOL: This baby is built
to last. It features thick-wall construc-
tion, and the molded-in handles secure
latches and padlock tabs for secure stor-
age. The case, which is 13 inches by 8 ¾
by 3 inches, holds a single pistol with
room for accessories. 

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER

“FOR PRECISION
SHOOTING IN ANY
POSITION, THE STOCK
IS ADJUSTABLE FOR
BOTH COMB HEIGHT
AND LENGTH OF
PULL …”
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Company: Kimber
Model: 8400 Patrol Tactical
Website: www.kimberamerica.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Available in
.308 Winchester and .300 Winchester
Magnum, the Patrol Tactical has a
match-grade barrel, chamber and
trigger that combine to ensure un-
equaled accuracy. The straight-ta-
pered barrel is fluted to reduce
weight and a target crown protects
the muzzle during rough use. 

MSRP: 
$2,299

Provides you with everything 
you need to know about the 

gun lifestyle.

Find us on

With 19+1 in its flush fitting 
magazine, the P -09 can’t be beat 

when it comes to 9mm service pistols.

MAIN FEATURES

 

CZ P-09

www.cz-usa.com

UNSURPASSED
CAPACITY
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Company: SeaLife
Model: Sea Dragon Mini 600
Website: www.sealife-cameras.com

Company: Tannerite
Model: Binary Exploding Targets
Website: www.tannerite.com

Is Tannerite Safe?
A question often asked is how

with so much audible concussion
and visible “smoke” is it possible
for Tannerite brand binary targets
to be so safe? 

The answer is elementary.
Tannerite uses only the purest,

highest quality raw materials and
precise formulations to avoid the
possibility of a fire on detonation.

MSRP: 
varies

MSRP: 
$129.95

Company: TriStar
Model: Cobra Marine Tactical Shotgun
Website: www.tristararms.com

WHY IT’S COOL: The Cobra Marine, which has an 18.5-inch barrel and a five-round magazine,
features a brushed nickel finish with a synthetic stock and forearm. It also has a mounted Picatinny
rail under the forearm, and TriStar has kept its return spring feature in the Cobra Tactical firearms.
Simply pull back on the forearm and release. The spring will return the forearm forward, which will
close the chamber. This makes for rapid firing in a pump shotgun. 

IN QUOTES: “Our line of Cobra shotguns are both affordable and dependable, whether you’re
in the field hunting, at the range or protecting your home.” — Gus Bader, president of TriStar Arms

MSRP: 
$319 to

$399

WHY IT’S COOL: Long-range target shooters are perennially chal-
lenged. With a squinted eye, spendy spotting scope or long anxious walk
down the firing range, they discover either punctured paper and a bull’s-
eye or an unharmed target. An earthly poof of dust, of course, nulls the
need to examine the target—um, that’d be called a swing and a miss.

Dan Tanner wasn’t satisfied with the paper or the poof. With a clever
mind and dogged persistence, the Oregonian and Arkansas native set off

to create a target that would clearly (and audibly) reveal long distance
rifle hits. Tanner sought out to produce something that triggered the
senses of sight and sound but without any byproduct risk of it causing a
fire. 

So he developed the first binary rifle target. And with a background in
mixing elements and catalyzing reactions, it was natural to stir-in a geo-
logical “ite” and concoct the name Tannerite, the brand.

WHY IT’S COOL: Is this right out of James Bond or what? 
While most weapon lights focus their beams into a concen-

trated spot to maximize brightness of their elements, the Sea
Dragon utilizes a single newly developed CREE XM-L2 LED and a
purposefully designed smooth reflector to create a 75-degree circu-
lar flood at a blinding 600 lumens. The Sea Dragon’s wide field-of-
light output makes identifying secondary threats—or
non-threats—in close-quarters operations instantaneous and fluid.

“IS THIS RIGHT
OUT OF JAMES
BOND OR WHAT?”
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Company: ESEE 
Model: CM6
Website: www.eseeknives.com/ 

WHY IT’S COOL First, this knife features a “No-questions-asked warranty.” That, by
itself, should be enough to generate anyone’s interest, but here’s more info: 
Designed by Terrill Hoffman, the ESEE-CM6 is the joining of tactical and practical, making
this new knife at home in the American forests or the battlefields around the world. The 5
7/8-inch drop point blade of the CM6 is sized to complete the hardest task without adding
excessive weight to your gear load. The sharpened swedge enhances penetration, while
the full-sized canvas Micarta handle is shaped to provide a secure and stable grip.  

Company: Tuff Writer
Model: Tactical Pens
Website: www.tuffwriter.com

WHY IT’S COOL: The Tuff Writer pens were
designed to be the toughest pen out there, period.

They’re all built to withstand blistering cold, in-
tense heat and any kind of harsh environment an
operator is bound to encounter. In other words,
they’re built to be gear that you can count on.

They’ve been refined, tested and carried under
the harshest conditions, and Tuff Writer still contin-
ues to refine every model and design. In addition,
every pen is designed, machined and assembled in
Arizona to guarantee the finest American-made
quality product you can get yours hands on. Here’s
a look at two of the models.

PRECISION PRESS: The pen uses a two-part,
machined-cam advancing mechanism for the ulti-
mate reliability and durability. The body is ma-
chined from aircraft aluminum bar-stock, and the
tip is made from stainless steel for impact resist-
ance. The clip is cold-presses spring steel and pow-
dercoated for corrosion resistance and a textured
feel. 

OPERATOR SERIES: Entirely machined from
aircraft-grade aluminum and hand assembled. The
cap screws on to the pen to function as one solid

piece and snaps on the back when writing for
ease of storage. The Operator Series pen is de-
signed for excellent balance and a comfortable
feel in the hand.

Company: Unique ARs
Model: Unique ARs
Website: www.unique-ars.com

WHY IT’S COOL: It was easy to find Unique
ARs at the SHOT show. They were the booth that
had what seemed liked 33 million people hanging
out at. 

To turn your AR into art, all you have to do is
purchase one of their stock forends or let them
customize a hand guard. These badass cats can
mill directly into the tube almost any image or de-
sign that you want. Their production process al-
lows them the opportunity to do one-off custom
designs as well as provide larger production runs
for gun builders through their private label pro-
gram.  

Their designs are milled at an angle, which
helps with not only the look of the design but also
the texture of the hand guard, allowing for a great
grip and feel. 

Express yourself. 

MSRP: 
Varies

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER
UNIQUE ARS

TUFF WRITER

MSRP: 
$240.46
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They Also Feature
•  Covered zipper vertical side seam

pockets incorporated into the front
pockets

•  Two knife/accessory pockets
•  Two cargo pockets with signature 24-7

Series pocket flaps secured with hook
and loop closure with pleats and rear
bellows and internal storage pockets

Company: YHM
Model: Model 57, Billet Carbine
Website: www.yhm.net

WHY IT’S COOL: Let’s take you into the pro-
duction process of the billet carbine with a top
company official. “Two factors were the driving
force in YHM’s decision to make a billet carbine.
First, when machining a lower receiver from a forg-
ing, there are minimal changes that can be made
to a lower receiver. We knew a forging would
make it impossible to make something new, differ-
ent or unique. Second, after the 2012 frenzy in the
firearms industry, there was a lack of availability of
forgings. We wanted to have a backup plan that
would ensure our ability to make complete rifles
no matter what.”

And the result?
“Once we arrived at our completed billet lower

receiver, it was at this time was asked ourselves,
‘Why not offer the whole package?’”

Specs at a Glance
•  Gas System: Direct impingement, carbine length gas system
•  Caliber: 5.56, 6.8 SPC or .300 BLK
•  Capacity: 30 round
•  Barrel: 16 inches
•  Overall Length: 33.5 inches collapsed, 37.5 extended
•  Weight: 7.43 pounds

MSRP: 
$2,195

MSRP: 
$66.95

Company: Tru-Spec
Model: 24-7 Series Ladies EMS Pants
Website: www.truspec.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Let us count thy ways. 
These pants are constructed from 6.5 oz.
65/35 polyester cotton rip-stop with
Teflon, and they’re designed to include
many of the same features as their
“ultra comfortable” 24-7 Series ladies’
tactical pants.

Company: Target Factory
Model: Target Bottles
Website: www.target-factory.com

WHY IT’S COOL: It’s been called the “most ex-
citing Target Shooting System available on the mar-
ket today.” They are high-visibility and high-action
targets. The targets are durable, safe, environmen-
tally friendly, light and compact, which means you’ll
have a blast on the range. 

MSRP: 
prices vary

from

$39.99

Company: Voodoo Tactical
Model: Original Scorpion Series
Website: www.voodootactical.com

WHY IT’S COOL: Voodoo Tactical is a leading pro-
ducer of unique tactical and law enforcement products
and is proud to provide a wide variety of usable gear de-
signed to meet the different tastes of their consumers.
Voodoo Tactical, based in Southern California, focuses
on continual growth and this involves constantly looking
for ways to meet consumer needs by growing and ex-
panding their product portfolio. 

Voodoo first launched its original design Scorpion
Range Bag some years ago, and it has become one of
the most important items in their line. So for 2014, they
introduced the Scorpion Series, which shares design fea-
tures with the original, and adds two new size Range
Bags, a Load-Out Bag and a unique Range Pack, all ex-
hibiting the Scorpion design combined with Voodoo reli-
ability. The line is killer. 

MSRP: 
CONTACT

MANUFACTURER
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BUYER’S GUIDE

PACK YOUR 
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TOP-NOTCH
WAYS TO 
HOLSTER YOUR
WEAPON

T’S ALL ABOUT BALANCE.

The holster provides protection to

your handgun, secures its retention and

provides quick access to it. Consider

your needs. Now consider these holsters.

We have some excellent choices to help

point you in the right direction. 

Our expert, Terrill Hoffman, also gives 

a little insight into each of these spectacular

models.

Whether you like leather, Kydex or both,

we have you covered. 

I
BY BREANNA ARMSTRONG 

PHOTOS BY TERRILL HOFFMAN

 PIECE
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DESANTIS
DESANTIS

DESANTIS

MSRP:
*$69.99

MSRP:
*$88.99

* (PRICES VARY BASED ON GUN MODEL)

POCKET POINTS
• The Mini Scabbard will accommodate

belts up to 1½ inches wide. 
• Available in black or tan unlined leather.

POCKET POINTS
• Available in black or tan leather. 
• Belt slots are 1¾ inches wide.

MSRP:
*$59.99

Model: Mini Scabbard

Website: www.desantisholster.com

DESCRIPTION: This unique holster

has been reduced to the barest of

essentials, yet offers a secure grip on

the handgun thanks to exact mold-

ing and adjustable tension device. 

EXPERT’S OPINION: The Mini

Scabbard is perfect for those looking

for a concealed carry option without

going to an IWB holster. The friction

retention keeps things simple and

offers quick access.

Model: Thumb Break Mini Slide

Website:

www.desantisholster.com

DESCRIPTION: Premium saddle

leather, double seams and a

highly detailed molded fit make

this exposed muzzle, tight fitting,

two-slot holster a great choice for

your favorite pistol. It features an

adjustable-tension device.

EXPERT’S OPINION: Nothing’s

more comfortable than a leather

holster once it’s “broken-in.” The

Thumb Break Mini Slide offers

two methods of security with the

combination of friction retention

and a traditional thumb break.

Model: Thumb Break Scabbard

Website: www.desantisholster.com

DESCRIPTION: The firearm rides high

and is presented at an optimum draw

angle. Its thumb break and exact molding,

together with a tension device, allow for a

secure and highly concealable carry. 

EXPERT’S OPINION: DeSantis has it all in

one package with this holster.  The user can

choose between a forward cant or vertical

carry. This form-fitting leather holster has

both a thumb break and adjustable tension

security. This model offers full protection for

your weapon. 

POCKET POINTS
• Belt slots are 

1¾ inches wide. 
• Available in black or tan leather, with or

without suede lining, plain or 
basket-weave finish.
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Model: OWB Eclipse Straight Drop

Ambidextrous Holster

Website: www.blade-tech.com 

DESCRIPTION: This Blade-Tech hol-

ster was designed with comfort and

concealing in mind. 

Expert’s Opinion: Straightforward.

The Blade-Tech Eclipse shows the ver-

satility of synthetic holsters. Adapt-

able to either left or right-hand carry,

the Eclipse allows the individual

shooter to adjust the retention level

for any particular level of comfort. 

GALCO

Model: Triton Kydex IWB Holster 

Website: www.galcogunleather.com

DESCRIPTION: Constructed of durable, virtually mainte-

nance-free Kydex, the Triton is fast, thin and easy to con-

ceal. The belt clip offers quick on and off capability, while

the sweat guard protects both gun and gun carrier. The

firm holster body allows a smooth and easy return to the

holster after the draw, while the raised sweat guard pro-

tects the pistol from corrosive perspiration—and also pro-

tects your skin from hard steel.

EXPERT’S OPINION: The Triton proves you can conceal 

a full-sized weapon comfortably. This IWB option is the 

ultimate combination of comfort and security.

MSRP:
$79.99

MSRP:
$54.95

“THE TRITON
PROVES YOU 

CAN CONCEAL 
A FULL-SIZED

WEAPON 
COMFORTABLY.”

GALCO

MSRP:
$85.95

POCKET POINTS
•  Made for semi-automatic pistols and 

double-action revolvers.
•  The Combat Master is available in right or

left hand designs in tan or black finish.

Model: Combat Master Belt Holster

Website: www.galcogunleather.com

DESCRIPTION: The open-top design offers

a swift draw and presentation, while de-

tailed molding provides secure retention.

The butt-forward cant allows effective con-

cealment of even a large defensive handgun.

The Combat Master has an open muzzle and

fits belts up to 1¾ inches.

EXPERT’S OPINION: The Combat Master has

the comfort of natural leather combined

with the speed of an open scabbard.
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Model: Leather Wing RHC

Website:

www.blackpointtactical.com 

DESCRIPTION: This is Blackpoint

Tactical’s best selling holster, and for

good reason. The Kydex center pro-

vides excellent adjustable retention

while leather wings provide the

flexibility to bend to the wearer’s

hip dimensions.

EXPERT’S OPINION: Blackpoint

combines leather, metal and Kydex

to develop the maximum of con-

cealment. This holster keeps your

weapon exactly where you want;

close to your body and out of sight.

Model: Standard Outside-the-waistband

(OWB) RHC

Website: www.blackpointtactical.com

DESCRIPTION: Designed with U.S. Special

Forces input, this holster is made for com-

fort as well as concealment. A slightly

higher ride (this is adjustable by the end

user with different belt clips), a more com-

plete bend (the holster all together has a

curve to it as opposed to the ends just

being bent in), and an open bottom are

just a few of the differentiating details.

EXPERT’S OPINION: It takes skill to

mold a holster that fits both the con-

tours of the weapon and the contours of

the wearer. Blackpoint has mastered the

use of Kydex for a modern holster.

GALCO

BLACKPOINT TACTICAL
BLACKPOINT TACTICAL

MSRP:
$45.95

MSRP:
$75

MSRP:
$85

Model: TacSlide Belt Holster

Website:

www.galcogunleather.com

DESCRIPTION: Galco’s new

TacSlide combines steerhide

and Kydex for a belt holster

that’s fast and concealable.

The steerhide back plate is

smooth where it rides against

the wearer’s body, greatly in-

creasing comfort.

EXPERT’S OPINION: The Tac-

Slide combines the comfort of

leather with the strength of

Kydex. The leather belt loops

mold to your body and the

Kydex maintains its fit to your

weapon. This belt slide is a

minimalist dream.

POCKET POINTS
•  The TacSlide is currently 

offered for popular 
semi-autos and 
double-action revolvers.

POCKET POINTS
•    Kydex.
•  Completely customizable through their

website with 30 different color options.

POCKET POINTS
•   Belt mounted holster.
•  Available in 30 colors.
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Model: SSS Side Snap 

Scabbard (Gen 2)

Website

www.galcogunleather.com

DESCRIPTION: Constructed of premium

steerhide, the Side Snap Scabbard retains

the quick on-off snap loops that fit belts up

to 1½ inches. The open-top design remains

the same, with the addition of a reinforced

mouth for smooth and easy one-handed re-

turn to the holster. New to the SSS is a

slight butt-forward cant, in contrast to the

steeper angle of the earlier version. It

keeps the adjustable tension unit and the

comfortable, highly concealable forward-

molded design of its predecessor, while

adding a raised sweat guard to protect

both the firearm and the gun carrier.

EXPERT’S OPINION: The Side Snap Scab-

bard has all of the perks wanted in a qual-

ity holster. Quick removal and adjustable

tension keeps your weapon secure until the

moment of need.

MSRP:
$124.95
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HOLSTER CHAT
WORDS &AND PHOTOS BY CHUCK TAYLOR

NTER A GUN SHOP, A CHAT ROOM

OR STEP ONTO A RANGE, AND

WHAT’S MISSING?

A debate, any debate, on holsters. 

That, however, won’t be a problem here. We’re

about to hit on the important elements you need

to know. 

NO. 1: HANDGUN DESIGN A handgun—re-

gardless of its design, caliber or configuration—is a

close-range, defensive weapon intended to allow

its wearer to regain control of his immediate envi-

ronment when unexpectedly attacked with as few

shots fired and in the shortest possible time-frame.

To be used for this purpose, the wearer must be

able to get control of the weapon and present it to

the target quickly and safely.

NO. 2: DESIGN CRITERIA Two basic design

criteria must be met. 

E

MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY, SAFETY
5 KEYS YOU MUST KNOW
The following five tips will allow you to maximize 
holster efficiency and safety. 

1 Clearly define your specific needs.
2 Consider the two “must-have” criteria of a cov-
ered trigger guard and sufficient clearance to
allow a proper firing grip.
3 Leather or Kydex? Decide which is the most effi-
ciency material for the natural environment in
which you live.
4 Choose the holster with the best balance of
weapon acquisition speed and security, whether a
form-fit, tension-screw adjustable form-fit,
thumb-break or multiple security device.
5 Get the proper training.

Regardless of whether the gun is presented from open or concealed carry, strong or weak side, a holster must allow
the shooter to obtain a locked firing wrist while the gun is still in the holster. Otherwise, fumbling and lack of con-
trol will result, causing poor performance or even a lost weapon.

7 KEYS TO HOLSTER QUICKNESS, 
EFFICIENCY, EFFECTIVENESS

“ … THE WEARER
MUST BE ABLE
TO GET CONTROL
OF THE WEAPON
AND PRESENT IT
TO THE TARGET
QUICKLY AND
SAFELY.”
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First, the holster must cover enough of the

weapon’s trigger guard area to prevent inadver-

tent entry by the trigger finger or foreign object. 

Second, it must allow the wearer to obtain a

proper firing grip on the gun while it’s immobi-

lized in the holster. A fast, efficient weapon pres-

entation demands that this is accomplished before

anything else happens. 

Next are safety, speed and security. A uni-

formed police officer often grapples with suspects,

so his weapon security concerns are acute. A civil-

ian only rarely gets physically involved with an ad-

versary, so his security concerns are considerably

less critical.

NO. 3: LEATHER VS. KYDEX Form-fit hol-

sters are thought of as being the least secure, but

this isn’t necessarily true. Because of their suscepti-

bility to moisture and a tendency to loosen with

wear, leather form-fit rigs are less secure. 

On the other hand, Kydex (if properly fitted to

the weapon) form-fit holsters maintain their rigid-

ity and offer an excellent balance of weapon secu-

rity and acquisition speed.

Adjustable form-fitted holsters utilizing a ten-

sion screw offer a good balance of acquisition

speed and security as long as they’re set properly. 

For the majority of applications, the thumb-

break is perhaps the most popular and rightly so.

It offers a reasonable balance of gun acquisition

speed and security, and is simple to operate. How-

ever, for it to be truly worthwhile, there are two

criteria that a thumb-break must satisfy. 

One, it must break toward the body.  

Two, the tab itself must be reinforced to pre-

vent it from simply bending under thumb pres-

sure, which prevents the snap itself from releasing.

If the two thumb-break criteria are not met, that

particular holster should be avoided.

For uniformed police officers, who require a

high level of weapon security, there are many hol-

sters featuring multiple security devices. While

theoretically appealing, holsters that force their

wearer to rock the gun forward or backward and

simultaneously press various buttons with the trig-

ger finger are far less than optimum. Most officers

opt for a good thumb-break rig with a rigid shank

to hold the holster in place on the duty belt.

NO. 4: SHOULDER HOLSTERS Shoulder

holsters are nice for hunting because they evenly

distribute the weight of the gun between both

shoulders, but for defensive use, they leave much

to be desired. The biggest criticisms are that they

aren’t especially concealable and are uncomfort-

able in warm temperatures.

NO. 5: ANKLE HOLSTERS Ankle holsters,

too, should be avoided unless your needs are

highly specialized. Locating the gun in such a re-

mote place makes it so slow to access and present

that it’s just not worth bothering with. 

NO. 6: OTHER OPTIONS Some prefer their

holster to be placed in the small of their back.

Such a rig is concealable, but it’s uncomfortable

whenever the wearer sits and, though not as slow

as a shoulder or ankle rig, it’s much slower than a

strong-side or cross-draw holster.

Inside-the-waistband holsters are preferred by

many because they’re highly concealable. If the

holster is properly designed, it offers a good bal-

ance of speed and security. 

If you spend considerable time sitting, a cross-

draw is a good choice. These are highly accessible,

concealable, fast and minimally inconvenient.

“Drop” holsters, those mounted on the thigh,

are essentially SpecOps, rather than general-pur-

pose, oriented. SpecOps personnel almost always

utilize a SMG or assault rifle as their primary

weapon. The handgun plays a secondary role.

The belt-slide (or “Yaqui Slide”) holster contin-

ues to ride a wave of popularity that began 40

years ago. Why? When there’s no gun in it, few

would recognize it as a holster. 

NO. 7: THE BEST COMBINATION
The best weapon/holster combination isn’t

much good unless you know how to present that

gun quickly and safely. Only those whose pro-

grams are “real world,” rather than competition-

oriented, should be considered.

Thigh-mounted “drop” holsters are to be used when the
handgun is the operator’s secondary weapon and must
be kept out of the way of his primary arm. Though rela-
tively fast, they tend to “flap” during rapid physical ac-
tion, exposing the gun to potentially serious damage.

(RIGHT) If you prefer a tension or form-fit holster, make certain that it provides sufficient security with reasonable physi-
cal movement. If a thumb-break is selected, make sure its thumb tab is reinforced and breaks towards the body. Other-
wise it will often bind instead of releasing the snap. (LEFT) Even belt-slide holsters must allow a firing grip and prevent
trigger finger into the trigger guard. Several makers—such as DeSantis, Galco, Kramer, Cleveland, Old Faithful and oth-
ers—offer friction retention and thumb-break designs. 
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THE BEST OF THE REST … THE WORLD’S TOP COMBAT PISTOLS, PART II
WORDS AND PHOTOS BY LEROY THOMPSON

AS PROMISED, HERE ARE THE

NEXT FIVE.

In this second half of my analysis of

what I consider the world’s best com-

bat pistols, I’ll discuss some that may

not be as widely used as those I cov-

ered in part one, but which have

proven highly effective. 
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SIG P210
I have often said that I consider the SIG P210 the best au-

tomatic pistol in the world, but that comment does require

some caveats. For general service usage, the SIG P226 I dis-

cussed in the first half of this article is a better choice and

various .45 autos have better stopping power.    

Introduced into Swiss Army Service in 1949 as the P49,

the P210 has been around now for more than 60 years, and

many of its design features are, to be honest, 60-year-old

features. It takes a single-stack eight-round magazine and

has a bottom magazine release. It’s a single-action design,

which requires cocked and locked carry to be ready for ac-

tion.  

SIG P210 sights are fairly rudimen-

tary, and the safety is so stiff when

new that it’s necessary to work it on

and off 500 times or so to break it in;

I normally have done it while watch-

ing television when I got a new P210.

Of course, because the SIG P210 is de-

signed to last for its owner’s life, as well as those of his chil-

dren and grandchildren, once it’s broken in, it will stay

broken in. It remains tight enough, though, that the safety

is unlikely to work itself off. Another disadvantage is that

spare factory magazines have always been expensive.   

On the positive side, the P210 has an excellent trigger

pull and is superbly accurate. I can generally shoot as well

with it at 50 yards as with some other pistols at 25 yards. At

25 yards, I shoot better with it than almost any other pistol

I own, though I have shot as well with a Manurhin MR73 

revolver and a Springfield Custom Shop Operator. Mainte-

nance is easy with the P210, as the hammer assembly may

be lifted out as a unit.   

For many years when I worked on overseas security de-

tails, I carried a Browning Hi-Power as my primary arm and

a SIG P210 in a shoulder rig as a backup pistol that could

also be used for longer-range engagement. Though the

Swiss-made P210 is out of production, there are a substan-

tial number of former Swiss military P49 pistols for sale on

the surplus market—they aren’t cheap—and SIG Sauer 

offers the P210 Legend, a new version produced in Ger-

many that is of high quality, though I’ll admit I prefer the

original. 

The SIG P210 is
often com-
pared with that
other symbol
of Swiss quality
and durabil-
ity—the Rolex
watch. 

Thompson carried a SIG P210 in a
shoulder holster when working
on security details for use at
longer ranges.

“I CONSIDER THE SIG P210 THE
BEST AUTOMATIC PISTOL IN THE
WORLD, BUT THAT COMMENT
DOES REQUIRE SOME CAVEATS.”

Quick Facts 
•  Excellent trigger pull 

•  Superbly accurate

•  Spare factory maga-

zines have always been

expensive
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MAKAROV PM
Now in its seventh decade of service, the Russian

Makarov pistol is typical of Russian weapons. It’s

durable and, though not the perfect combat pistol,

well designed for mass production and wide usage. The

PM owes much of its design to the Walther PP, features

of which the Russians copied after World War II. 

As is the PP, the PM is a DA/SA pistol with a de-cocker. However, those

familiar with the Walther PP/PPK will find the PM counterintuitive, as the

de-cocker is pushed upward rather than downward as on the PP/PPK.

Also, as with the Walther pistols, the PM is field stripped by pulling down

on the trigger guard and pulling the slide back and off of the frame.   

A special cartridge for the PM was developed along with the pistol.

Designated the 9x18, or 9mm Makarov, this round is of low enough

power that the PM could be designed as a blowback pistol, but it’s more

powerful than the 9x17mm/.380 ACP cartridge widely used in the West.

Though some Russian special units have been equipped with the more

powerful MP-443 Grach pistol over the last few years, the PM remains the

primary Russian military and police sidearm.   

Quite a few Makarov pistols have been imported into the USA, prima-

rily from Bulgaria and East Germany. A limited number of Russian ones

were also imported, and I’ve had and used one of these for many years.     

For special ops units, a suppressed version, the PB, was available. I have

examined one of these, but have never had a chance to fire one. There

was also the PMM version, which had a higher capacity magazine and

was designed to take a more powerful 9x18mm round. Some of these

were imported into the USA with adjustable sights.

Most commonly encountered for the PM is the 57-N-181S cartridge,

but there are other special rounds, including the RG028, which is de-

signed to punch through body armor, and the SP-8, which is designed for

less penetration, and used by Russian air marshals.     

This side view of the FN Five-seveN
shows the safety, magazine release
and slide release, all in gray.

I’ve done quite a bit of shooting with the Makarov, I’ve carried it oc-

casionally working overseas and have normally considered myself ade-

quately armed with the PM. When I was in Russia, I did some training

with Russian special police personnel, including some ex-Spetsnaz. They

train to engage quickly and instinctively with their PM pistols. One drill

they had me perform was based on the assumption of having to en-

gage while down on the ground. I had to roll over and engage from

my stomach, each side and my back. It was a good drill as were others

they used in training. 

I first became interested in the PM because I felt I might encounter it

in my travels and wanted to be able to pick it up or take it away from

someone and instantly engage with it. The more I’ve shot it, however,

the more I like it. It has also proven a popular concealed carry pistol in

the USA, as so many have been imported and its DA first-round capabil-

ity keeps it ready for action. 

FN FIVE-SEVEN 
To some extent, the Five-seveN pistol owes its existence to the FN P90

submachine gun, which is chambered for the same 5.7x28mm cartridge

as the Five-seveN pistol. Designed to be flatter shooting than most pis-

tols and because of the armor-piercing ammunition, the Five-seveN of-

fers soldiers who do not need a carbine or a rifle a weapon that will

allow them to engage an enemy at some distance and the ability to de-

feat body armor or helmets. Additionally, the Five-seveN pistol has a 20-

round magazine capacity that allows the soldier to carry 60 rounds

when three magazines are issued. 

Quick
Facts 

•  Seven decades of
service

•  Durable and well-
designed for mass

production
•  Popular for con-

cealed carry

“ … THE RG028, WHICH IS DESIGNED
TO PUNCH THROUGH BODY ARMOR,
AND THE SP-8, WHICH IS DESIGNED
FOR LESS PENETRATION, AND USED 
BY RUSSIAN AIR MARSHALS.”  

A female member
of Russian internal
troops qualifying
with the Makarov.
(Russian Ministry
of Internal Affairs)
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The Five-seveN was developed to meet a NATO bid spec that re-

quired a pistol to weigh less than 2.2 pounds (the Five-seveN

weighs 1.6 pounds fully loaded) which also had a minimum maga-

zine capacity of 20 rounds. Despite its light weight, the Five-seveN

is a relatively bulky pistol at 8.2 inches overall, about the same as a

Colt 1911.  

Many counterterrorist units have the Five-seveN in their armories

as do law enforcement raid teams, both for the purpose of engag-

ing opponents wearing body armor. 

For the first few years after its in-

troduction, the Five-seveN was re-

stricted to law enforcement and

military sales, primarily because of

the ability of its AP ammo to defeat

body armor; however, for the last

decade, it has also been sold to civilians. 

The biggest disadvantage for civilian shooters is that the ammu-

nition is sometimes hard to find and is expensive. Sporting ammuni-

tion was developed for use in pistols and sold to civilians.  

Until recently, the model available was the USG, which was re-

portedly developed to Secret Service specs. Its rail will take stan-

dard tactical lights. 

Some purists dislike the Five-seveN’s appearance, as externally it

appears to be entirely of polymers. This is not the case internally, as

many parts are of steel.    

I have done quite a bit of shooting with Five-seveN pistols, in-

cluding the earlier military/LE only ones and the USG. I actually like

the USG the best and find it quite easy to shoot. The grip is rela-

tively comfortable, despite the 20-round magazine. This is partially

because the grip angle is good and allows natural pointing. The

trigger pull is fairly good, usually in the 4.5- to 6-pound range. I

have found the Five-seveN very flat shooting, to the extent that at

100 yards, normally—if I do my part—I can keep most of a 20-round

magazine on a silhouette target. It would be my choice today to

serve the mission that I discussed above for the SIG P210—a backup

gun that could also be used for long-range engagement. 

As much as I like the Five-seveN, I wouldn’t recommend it for the

casual handgun user because the expense of shooting it enough to

become proficient could get quite high. Currently, FNH has intro-

duced the Five-seveN MK2, which has a few changes to the USG

model. I have not tried the MK2. 

“MANY COUNTERTERRORIST UNITS HAVE
THE FIVE-SEVEN IN THEIR ARMORIES, AS
DO LAW ENFORCEMENT RAID TEAMS.”

HK45
There are various HK combat pistols that are quite good, and I will men-

tion some of the others later. Right now, though, I want to discuss the

HK45, which was developed for the U.S. Joint Combat Pistol Trials.    

To produce a more ergonomic pistol, Heckler & Koch incorporated fea-

tures such as the ambidextrous controls and interchangeable backstraps,

which tailor the weapon to the user. 

A 10-round magazine of .45 ACP gives the HK45 plenty of capacity, while

a threaded barrel and higher sights on the HK45T (Tactical) allows easy at-

tachment of a suppressor for military or LE special operations usage. 

The SEALs use the HK45C, which is the more

compact version of the HK45. Accuracy is aided

on all versions of the HK45 by incorporation of an

O-ring around the barrel for more consistent

lockup. Despite the relatively large magazine ca-

pacity for a .45-caliber pistol, the interchangeable

backstraps—I use the smallest one—make the

HK45 a comfortable pistol to shoot. Although my

HK45 does not have the LEM trigger, I would recommend this version as I

use it on other HKs and am impressed with its consistent trigger pull. 

The HK45 owes some of its features to the HK USP, which is one of the

most widely used military and LE pistols in the world. Other features were

taken from the HK P2000. This is one of my favorite HK pistols; in fact, as I

write this article, I have a P2000SK compact model in my pocket. It’s the pis-

tol I carry most often when not wearing a belt holster.     

I also have a full-sized P2000, which is still pretty compact at 6.8 inches

overall, that I shoot a lot. I have at times carried the P2000 in a belt holster

and the P2000SK as a backup in a pocket holster. 

Other noteworthy HK pistols include the P30, which is designed as an LE

or civilian self-defense pistol. Available with the LEM (Law Enforcement

Modification) trigger system mentioned above and with interchangeable

backstraps, as well as grip panels and Picatinny rail for various pointers or

Quick Facts 
•  20-round magazine capacity
•  Used by counterterrorism

and law 
enforcement raid units

•  Comfortable grip, trigger
pull fairly good

Quick Facts 
•  Ambidextrous con-

trols, interchangeable
backstraps

•  Ten-round mag 
capacity

•  Designed for U.S. Joint
Combat Pistol Trials

The HK45 at 
left and HK45
Compact at
right.
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illuminators, the P30 is an excellent combat pistol.  The P30 is available

in 9x19mm or .40 S&W calibers.   

I use the 9mm version because I can get cheaper ammo. Likewise, I use

the 9mm version of the P2000 and P2000SK. Finally, there is the HK MK23

Model 0 developed for US SOCOM (Special Operations Commando) as an

“offensive handgun.” This MK23 is a big pistol designed to use a suppressor

and various illuminators or pointers. Its magazine holds 12 rounds of .45

ACP ammunition. Because it’s more compact, the HK45C or USP Tactical

model has replaced the MK23 with some special ops units. 

All of these HK fighting pistols are high quality and effective and I

would recommend any of them.    

WALTHER P99
The Walther P38 was one of the best service pistols of World War II

and remains a good weapon. Nevertheless, more modern designs

eroded its market in the post-war years, requiring Walther to develop a

more modern design.  

Although there were other models along the way, it was the P99 that

proved the best and most popular of Walther’s later service designs.

In pocket pistols, the Walther PP and PPK have retained their popularity

until today. 

Although designated the P99, the pistol was actually introduced in 1996.

Many of its features were innovative and have been “paid homage to” by

other manufacturers. Among these features were a pre-cock system using

an internal striker, interchangeable backstraps, interchangeable front sights

of different heights, adjustable rear sight, and ergonomic grip shape and

controls. The pre-cock system allows the P99 to be fired using a two-stage

trigger pull, the first stage of which takes up slack and the second stage of

which allows a relatively light pull to fire the weapon.   

For safer carry, a de-cocker button atop the slide may be depressed,

thus giving the trigger a long double-action pull. After the first shot,

Leroy Thompson is one of the most knowledgeable and experienced gun writers in the
world. Let us know what projects you’d like to see him tackle. Write to us at
djeffrey@beckett.com. Use the following subject line: Leroy Thompson’s Projects. 

Lay it On Us the action of the slide will return the pistol to

pre-cocked mode for future shots. I have nor-

mally carried the P99 in this heavier DA mode,

but through practice I have learned to pre-cock

it by pulling the slide back just a fraction of an

inch should I need lighter pull for a more pre-

cise shot. This original-style P99 is sold today as the P99AS. It’s still my fa-

vorite, though there is a DA-only model designated the P99DAO.  

The 9x19mm version of the P99 has a 15-round magazine. Though the P99 has

been offered in .40 S&W, I prefer the 9mm model for ammo availability and be-

cause an early .40 S&W model I tried was not as accurate nor as reliable as the

9mm versions. I’m sure this is not the case with current pistols, but I still prefer

the 9mm version. A similar design is the Walther PPQ M2, which I also like. 

INSIGHT INTO THE BEST
As with any overview of so many firearms, space is an issue. I have also, no

doubt, left out pistols that some would include. There were a couple, includ-

ing the CZ75 that would certainly receive honorable mention from me. Still,

hopefully, my two-part article will offer readers an idea of the combat pistol

or pistols that may best suit their needs. 

Leroy Thompson also writes for Gun World and Tactical World, WOF’s sister

publications. 

Quick Facts 
•  Pre-cock system using an

internal striker
•  Interchangeable 

backstraps,
•  Interchangeable front

sights of different heights

The Walther PPQ
shares many features
with the P99
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A PISTON-DRIVEN 
POWER + QUALITY = RUGER SR-762

HEN YOU’RE

MAKING ONE

OF THE BEST

AR-STYLE RI-

FLES ON THE MARKET, WHAT DO

YOU DO NEXT? RUGER’S AN-

SWER WAS TO KEEP THE RELIA-

BILITY BUT ADD POWER!

Anyone who watches the

firearm industry for very long will

learn to keep an eye on Sturm,

Ruger & Co., Inc. When compared

to companies such as Colt, Win-

chester and Smith & Wesson, Ruger

is relatively young because they’re

only turning 65 this year.  

However, even back in the early

’50s Ruger had quickly earned a

reputation for their quality

firearms. They have also earned a

reputation for surprising everyone

with their new designs for rifles,

shotguns and handguns.  

Still, even those who knew

Ruger’s affinity for surprises were

somewhat unprepared for the an-

nouncement in 2009. Sturm, Ruger

W
WORDS AND PHOTOS BY TERRILL HOFFMAN
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& Co. was jumping into the AR market with their

SR-556 series of rifles. As if that wasn’t enough,

in standard Ruger fashion, they chose to ignore

the traditional direct gas impingement mode of

operation in favor of a newly designed two-

stage piston system. The sales of this rifle speaks

volumes to how well SR-556 series was received,

and similar to a hit Hollywood movie, Ruger

turned this hype into a sequel, the SR-762.

SR-762
Announced in late 2013, the SR-762 can basi-

cally be considered the big brother to the Ruger

SR-556. Chambered in the .308/7.62 NATO car-

tridge, the SR-762 finally becomes what the AR

always wanted to be: a main battle rifle.  

This increase in power enhances the tactical

abilities of the weapon, but it also promotes the

SR-762 into class of big game rifles. The rifle uses

an enlarged version of the patented chrome-

The SR-762 is all business. Defense, offense,
home-protection, and just plain fun are all
rolled up into one package.

It may be a little
larger than the SR-
556, but the in-
crease in power
generated by the
.308 Winchester is
worth every ounce. 

RUGER
SR-762
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plated, two-stage piston system

found on the SR-556.  

Mated with this piston system is

a four-position chrome-plated gas

regulator that can be adjusted for

optimum reliability. The receivers

are forged 7075-T6 aluminum, with

the lower receiver having a beveled

magazine well to speed reloading,

and an integral trigger guard.  

The upper receiver is mated to a

16.12 inch, chrome-lined, cold ham-

mer-forged MilSpec 41V45 chrome-

moly-vanadium steel barrel. Prior

to the gas regulator the barrel is

deeply fluted to reduce weight and

improve barrel cooling. The barrel

has a 1:10-inch twist and is capped

with a flash suppressor fashioned

in the style as those used on the SR-

The AR controls have
worked for more
than 50 years and
there isn’t a good
reason to change
them. The enlarged
magazine is a dead
give-away to the
extra power, but the
piston system and er-
gonomics of this rifle
keep that power har-
nessed. 

“ … ONCE THE RIFLE WAS 
REMOVED FROM THE BENCH …
THE ERGONOMICS OF THE SR-762
REALLY STARTED TO SHINE.”“

The Bottom Line
MSRP

$2,195

The Leupold 1-4x scope proved to be a perfect
selection for the SR-762. There was a time
when quad rails were the rage in the AR
world. Fortunately, you no longer have to sac-
rifice your hands just to add a light or laser. 

From the outside, only the gas regulator gives away
the fact that this carbine is piston driven. While some
expect this gas system to affect accuracy, it was not
the case in the SR-762.   
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556 and Mini-14 using a 5/8-inch 24-thread pattern.  

The bolt and bolt carrier are both chrome plated, and the carrier is a

one-piece design with an oversized rear bearing surface. 

The trigger system on the SR-762 is typical AR style and was my one

complaint with the sample rifle. It’s rather heavy at a pull weight in ex-

cess of six-pound scale and not as crisp as I would expect for this rifle.

Ruger has chosen to use a Hogue Monogrip pistol grip for added com-

fort. 

The buttstock is Ruger’s version of a six-position telescoping M4-style

stock, which is mounted to a MilSpec diameter extension tube. Both the

stock and pistol grip can be replaced with any standard AR aftermarket

units. 

The Specs
Ruger SR-762
Model Number: 5601
Caliber: .308 Winchester / 7.62 NATO
Barrel Length: 16.12 inches
Barrel Twist: 1:10 inches
Width: 2.50 inches
Overall Length: 34.75 – 38.00 inches
Weight: 8.60 lbs
Capacity: 20 rounds
Sights: Folding iron sights
Stock: Black synthetic collapsible

The 5.56 x 45 may produce better
velocity at the muzzle, but the
7.62 x 51 wins hands down when
it comes to mass and energy.   

RUGER SR-762

Even though it’s piston driven, the SR-762
breaks down for cleaning the same as any
other AR-style rifle. However, that piston
system is a lot cleaner than the direct gas
method of operation. 
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Standard on the SR-762 are a set of fold-down/flip-up iron sights

that provide both windage and elevation adjustments. Also stan-

dard for the SR-762 is the round, smooth-sided Ruger lightweight

adaptable handguard. The handguard has a 1913 Picatinny rail,

which mates with the rail on the flattop receiver and rail section on

the gas regulator. The handguard is drilled and tapped to accept

additional rail sections at 3, 6, and 9:00 positions. Two additional 3-

inch rail sections are included with the rifle to allow for a laser,

lights or a bipod.  

The entire rifle has a manganese phosphate/hardcoat anodized

finish. The SR-762 is also supplied with three 20-round Magpul mag-

azines, a soft-sided carry case and three-finger grooved rail covers.

RANGE TIME
Reviewing a list of specifications may spark your interest in a

rifle, but it’s range time that really proves a weapon’s abilities. 

No one is ever going to accuse the SR-762 as being a long-range

match rifle, but once a Leupold 1-4x scope was attached, the rifle

promptly started to turn in five-shot groups in the 1 ¼-inch range.

When you consider this is from a rifle that was new and with Win-

chester hunting ammo, those groups are impressive. A larger scope

and a little additional break-in time should even improve those re-

sults.  

The greatest deterrent to accuracy could be related back to the

trigger. However, once the rifle was removed from the bench, and

Reach Out to Ruger
Sturm, Ruger & Co., Inc. 

Lacey Place
Southport, CT 06890

www.ruger.com

Speed or precision;
the dual-aperture
rear sight leaves
that decision to the
shooter.

The fold-down sights are
adjustable for windage
and elevation. The front
post and rear aperture
give a clear sight picture
useful in close, or the
shooter can opt for a
scope for long range.

“ … SIMILAR TO A
HIT HOLLYWOOD
MOVIE, RUGER
TURNED THIS HYPE
INTO A SEQUEL, 
THE SR-762.”

Sleek and Agile
8.6 In pounds, the weight of the SR-762 

2.5 In inches, the width of the gun

1 Combining those two elements creates one agile 308 AR
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xx

RUGER SR-762

The slim handguard found on the SR-
762 gives you the choice of attaching
rails where needed, but doesn’t tear up
your hands in the process. 

The SR-762 is
rather slim for an
AR-10 style rifle
and handles similar
to its smaller
brother, the SR-
556. Power does
not always have to
translate into bulk.  

The flash hider is patterned after the one on
the Mini-14 and SR-556. It has worked for
decades and is a good general purpose
choice for the SR-762.

The adjustable gas regulator is a plus even
though I never found a need to move it from
the factory setting. It’s easy to reach but does-
n’t interfere with standard function.  

put to use in field situations, the ergonomics

of the SR-762 really started to shine. The SR-

762 only weighs 8.6 pounds and has a width

of just 2 1/2 inches, which makes it rather

agile for a .308 AR. 

Ruger’s claims concerning the piston system

proved to be true. The felt recoil and opera-

tion seemed to be smoother when compared

to other rifles, which were gas impingement

operated. The piston system and chrome plat-

ing on the bolt/bolt carrier were truly appre-

ciated at the end of the day when it was time

to clean the rifle.

HORSEPOWER
The SR-556 impressed shooters when it was

introduced, and the new SR-762 has the same

attributes. However, when you start to com-

pare hot rods, it’s pure horsepower that wins

the day, and the SR-762 has the power.

Terrill Hoffman, a firearm enthusiast for

several decades, is a contributing editor to

Firepower.

Range 
Results
SCOPE Leupold 1-4x 
GROUPS Consistently in
five-shot groups in the 1
¼-inch range

“ … WHEN YOU
START TO COMPARE
HOT RODS, IT’S PURE
HORSEPOWER THAT
WINS THE DAY, AND
THE SR-762 HAS THE
POWER.”  
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MAKE THE DARK 
AFRAID OF YOU.

In 1990 a Navy SEAL was navigating a minefield when his pack failed. As his gear tumbled to the ground, 
he vowed that if he got out of there alive he would make gear the right way. Today this obsession with 
quality applies to everything we do. We’re constantly researching, refining and perfecting every detail 
to provide gear that won’t let you down. Because we’re not just making stuff. We’re honoring a vow. 

™

© 2013 BLACKHAWK!® NORFOLK, VA U.S.A. BLACKHAWK.com
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INSIDE THE SECRET
WORLD OF FEMALE
ESPIONAGE DURING
THE COLD WAR

EXY WOMEN IN REVEALING OUT-
FITS, NO-STRINGS ATTACHED WILD
SEX, POISON, FAST CARS, MYSTERY.
AH, THE LIFE OF A FEMALE SPY.

If that’s your idea of espionage, you’re not

alone. But what is real? Jennifer Jigour, author of

“Secret Agent Moscow,” is about to uncover the

reality. 

Be prepared to be … surprised. — Editor

Q For readers who are not familiar with

your work, give us a rundown.

I’m a visual artist, illustrator and author who

has just recently written and illustrated a graphic

novel called “Secret Agent Moscow,” which is

about a lesbian Russian-American who becomes a

secret agent on a mission to Moscow in 1949. 

Q How did you get interested in this topic?

I’ve always loved the spy genre in film and lit-

erature. James Bond is one of my favorites. I

never desired to be a "Bond Girl" though. Instead

I desired to be James Bond who gets the "Bond

Girl." 

Q During the years of the Cold War, spying

reached new heights. With America's CIA pro-

gram and the Soviet Union's K.B, each side had a

formidable network of spies. To find out more

about this, where do you go? 

The best information you will find are biogra-

phies from former CIA and KGB employees or

books on the CIA or KGB. written by people who

have worked within the organizations. “The Craft

of Intelligence” by Allen W. Dulles is a great

BY DOUG JEFFREY

SPIES
DECLASSIFIED

S “THEY NEED
DOUBLE D
SAUCY
BLONDS WHO
CAN CRUSH
THE ENEMY
WITH HER
THIGHS!”
—JENNIFER
JIGOUR, AUTHOR
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FEMALE ESPIONAGE

What Do They Carry?
Historically, poison was the most popular choice of

weapon for female spies. One weapon that was known to
be carried by women was the lipstick gun, designed by the
KGB, which would shoot 4.5mm bullets but looks like an in-
nocent ladies beauty product. 

Most weapons would have been the concealed kind. De-
spite the myth presented by Hollywood that all spies have a
collection of useful gadgets and weapons on their person, it
probably would disappoint most people to know that many
spies don't carry weapons at all. — Jennifer Jigour

source for the history of the CIA leading up to

the Cold War. There is also the Raleigh Spy Con-

ference that has been happening every year

since 2003. These are hardcore spies with con-

nections to the CIA. Many people don't know

that the CIA's own website provides news arti-

cles on declassified information, some about the

Cold War, plus interviews with CIA employees

about what it’s like to work for the CIA.

Q Why did the governments turn to women?

Wherever spying occurs in the world and

through out time, women have always been

Q What made the world of female spies mys-

terious?

It’s mysterious because there’s still so much

we do not know about spying in general, let

alone women's involvement in the spy world.

Women have always been part of it, but their

stories have often been overlooked. The lack of

knowledge of what actually takes place leads us

to rely on our own imaginations or that of Hol-

lywood storytelling. In that uncertainty, the idea

that anything is possible in the world of spies,

allows for our imaginations to run wild.

Q Tell us about female spies during the

Cold War. How does a government hire a spy?

The same principals are applied to women as

they are to men. Some women volunteer for the

CIA. Most of the time the CIA actively looks for

recruits on college campuses across the country.

They usually approach people with the right

kind of characteristics and then they go through

a review process. One such female spy was Eliza-

beth Swantek. 

She was recruited while studying political sci-

ence and Russian Studies at UC Berkeley during

the early stages of the CIA. In 1951, she joined

the Office of Special Operations and was dis-

patched to Germany where she was one of the

first groups of spies that penetrated the Soviet

Union via parachute. She posed with many faces

in order to retrieve secret information. Such dis-

guises included a newspaper correspondent, a

photographer, a tour director and a young

teenage boy.  

Q Are governments going to hire a curvy, at-

tractive female before a “regular” woman?

Yes! They need double D saucy blonds who

can crush the enemy with her thighs! No, that’s

a lie. Hopefully, I did get your attention though. 

Sorry to be a disappointment, but there’s a

reason why Hollywood has been in business, be-

present. It may seem like it’s something new, but

that has more to do with the fact that there are

fewer female operative agents than male agents.

Throughout America's history as far as the Amer-

ican Revolution, the Civil War, both world wars

and the Cold War, women have been stationed

overseas as spies. 

The reason why the government has turned

to women now, as they have always done, is be-

cause there’s not just one way to acquire secret

information, and women are just as capable of

getting that information as men.
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HUNTING’S LEGENDARY 

C O P P E R  B U L L E T 

CE LE B RATE S A S I LVE R 

A N N I V E R S A R Y

XLC - 1997 TSX - 2003 TTSX - 2008 LRX - 2011X BULLET - 1989

E V O L U T I O N  O F  T H E  B A R N E S  X  B U L L E T

While hunting brown bear in Alaska during the fall of 1985, Randy Brooks conceived the idea of an expanding, 
all-copper bullet. In the Spring of 1986, Randy took his fi rst brown bear, and the fi rst animal with an X Bullet.

When the Barnes X Bullet entered the market in 1989, it opened the door to the fi rst all-copper, expanding 
bullet. From the very fi rst shot, the X Bullet shattered bones and records with its one-shot stopping power. 

And it opened eyes, too — with four razor-sharp petals peeled back to create the signature “X” that gave the 
bullet its name, as well as worldwide recognition as the deadliest, most dependable bullets available.
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cause they know how to attract and entertain

an audience. The CIA, however, has a different

goal then Hollywood's. They don't want to at-

tract attention to their spies. The look is impor-

tant, but no one look is more important than

the other. 

Spies need to seamlessly blend wherever they

are stationed. The CIA would not want to send

a young curvy blond to a part of the world

where curvy blonds are rare because she would

draw too much attention. The least suspicious

look is the most desirable. With that in mind

there’s always a time and a place where some-

one of a specific description such as an attrac-

tive female may be needed, but it would only

be specific to the job. 

Younger people are often recruited more then

older people, regardless of gender, due to nu-

merous advantages of youth such as stamina. CIA

work is a high-pressure job. However, there are

all sorts of ages. The look is

important, but it’s not im-

portant to be glamorous or

extraordinarily attractive.

What’s even more impor-

tant are the motives for

wanting to work with

the CIA. They look for

women who have the

right mindset and special

skills such as speaking for-

eign languages or have a

background in foreign policy.

Q To what lengths would a

female spy go to get informa-

tion? 

Although there are both modern

examples and historical examples of

female spies sleeping with or seducing the

enemy to get information, sex and intelligence

as a whole do not mix as well as popular stories

such as James Bond would lead you to believe.  

Female spies assigned to the OSS during

WWII and again in the early years of the

CIA would go as far as jumping out of air-

planes. They would land in Nazi-occupied

France or within the borders of the

USSR, as was the case of the first 

Soviet penetration by air in the 

early 1950s. 

Spying can be a very dangerous

job depending on where you are 

stationed. Female spies, like male 

spies, are willing to do whatever it takes to

retrieve information, even when it’s 

GET SOCIAL
FACEBOOK

www.facebook.com/jennifer.jigour 
www.facebook.com/SecretAgentMoscow

TWITTER
Twitter: @Agent377Moscow

BOOK TRAILER
http://youtu.be/-UjrxOHwmOs

WEB
www.secretagentmoscow.com

To write her book, Jennifer Jigour delved into a number
of sources to learn about the world of espionage. 
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“ … SEX AND 
INTELLIGENCE AS A
WHOLE DO NOT MIX
AS WELL AS 
POPULAR STORIES
SUCH AS JAMES 
BOND WOULD LEAD
YOU TO BELIEVE.”
—JENNIFER JIGOUR, 
AUTHOR

dangerous and their lives could be threatened, as

long as they are not caught in the process and

risk exposing information to the wrong people.

Q So Hollywood earns an Oscar for its por-

trayal of spies. Their portrayal of spies is in-

accurate and embellished. 

Yes, the spies of Hollywood are a myth, which

is why they’re extremely exciting. That’s why

they are so popular and we love them for it. The

truth is that real spying is not as adventurous or

as sexy. Real spies working for the CIA are every-

day people. Sometimes they may fit the descrip-

tion of someone from a Bond film, and

sometimes they will do really amazing things.

However, real life spies don't jump from rooftop

to rooftop avoiding the adversary or getting

into sword fights. They are not superhuman.

They also don't drive really expensive cars.

At times, they may be social and there will be

a party or more to attend, but it will be nothing

like James Bond's entrance into a casino in

Monte Carlo. Instead of the sexy lady eyeing

you from across the table with her martini, it

will most likely be the average Joe with a glass

of wine or a beer.
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FEMALE ESPIONAGE
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DOWNLOAD THE APP 
TO EXPERIENCE
DD IN 3D!

AUGMENTED
REALITY

FOR iPAD®

DanielDefense.com/ar-experience

Most manufacturers slap the cheapest furniture they can find onto their rifles. Daniel Defense 
went to the drawing board to produce our own line of OEM rifle furniture that improves your 
comfort and control in any environment. 

Our new stock provides supportive cheekweld that won’t get in your way, and includes 
integrated QD swivels, and two butt pad options. The grip features a more ergonomic wrist 
angle and an integrated trigger guard for strength and comfort, and the vert grip gives you 
a reliable hold on your rifle’s rail.

Available standalone and on all complete DDM4 Rifles, visit DanielDefense.com today!

INTRODUCING STOCK FURNITURE 
THAT’S ANYTHING BUT STOCK.

Discover all the details that make the DDM4 the best rifle 
in the world. Choose one of our proven configurations, or 

design your own with the Build Your DDM4™ tool, online at 
DanielDefense.com or by phone at 866.554.GUNS.

The new overmolded rubber provides grip and
cushioning without grabbing your face.
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S&W’S M&P SERIES KICKED REAR IN THE FIELD; 
NO WONDER IT’S THE CHOICE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT

NEW KIDS 
BLOCK

BY CHUCK TAYLOR

O N  T H E

M&P 45 vs. M1911
TOTAL SCORE

M&P: 376
M1911: 364
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Even when chambered for the mighty .45 ACP, the M&P is controllable, accurate and fast.

IT’S CERTAINLY NO SECRET.

I’m a vehement fan of two particular hand-

guns—the venerable Colt M1911 .45 ACP and the

Glock 17 9mm. They’re accurate, reliable, simple

to maintain and, to quote the current buzz

phrase, exceptionally user-friendly.

Another term for “user-friendly” is human en-

gineering—the art and science of getting maxi-

mum performance from a given piece of

equipment by making it easier to operate. And,

in the case of a tactical handgun, that ability is

so critical that it equals, if it doesn’t in fact sur-

pass, all the other characteristics so commonly

used as judgment criteria.

Given the tremendous stress of the deadly en-

counter for which the tactical handgun is in-

tended, things that often go unnoticed or

considered unimportant assume epic propor-

tions. Let’s take, for example, the way the

weapon “points” in the firer’s hand. At the high

speeds typical of handgun encounters, the neces-

sity to adjust the gun’s attitude to get the sights

aligned on the target should be minimal.  

Yet, the vast majority of so-called tactical

handgun utilize grip angles designed more to ac-

commodate their own mechanical design, rather

than the firer’s hand. As such, the resulting grip

angle is usually such that the gun points low, re-

quiring a readjustment of the angle of the firing

wrist (which takes 2 to 3 tenths of a second) to

allow the establishment of sight alignment and

sight picture.

In addition, during the handling and firing of

the weapon itself, manipulation of its controls is

often necessary. A malfunction or the need to re-

load might require operation of the slide lock

lever or magazine release button. The size and

configuration of the magazine well are also criti-

“ … THEY POSED
NO PARTICULAR
OBSTACLE TO THE
M&P-9, WHICH ON
THE VERY FIRST AT-
TEMPT, SAILED
RIGHT THROUGH
THEM WITH PER-
FECT SCORES.”

TEST SCORES
How the M&P 45 
Performed in the Field
90 In percentages, the minimum amount required to pass
360 In numbers, the amount required to pass
94 In percentages, the number the author attained
376 In numbers, the amount the author scored on the test
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cal, because they determine how consistently and how rapidly

magazines can be withdrawn or inserted.

Add to all of this the fact that the stress levels inherent to

deadly encounters are astronomically high—high enough to

debilitate the shooter’s gun-handling and shooting ability as

much as 50%. In other words, if the firer is a Master-class op-

erator, under deadly stress, under the usual evaluation criteria,

he’ll at best be mediocre.  

If the location and shape of the gun’s controls don’t allow

quick and easy access/operation or its basic configuration

causes it to point poorly, the degree of debilitation is ampli-

fied, thus making an already difficult situation even worse,

too often to the point where it makes the difference between

life and death. And guess whose life and death we’re talking

about here. Uh, huh — yours.

Poorly located and/or shaped controls increase operation

time by as much as ½ second or more. Sometimes they are vir-

tually inaccessible, making alternative—and even more time-

consuming—methods necessary.

One of the reasons the M1911 and Glock are so popular is

because in addition to being functionally reliable and accu-

rate, they both exhibit excellent human engineering. They fit

the hand well, point where they should when the firing wrist

is locked (which occurs when the hand first grasps the gun’s

grip frame while it’s still in the holster), and feature controls

easily accessed and operated under stress.

Still, there are some new kids on the block, and you need to

“meet” them. 

THE M&P SERIES
Smith & Wesson’s M&P series is available in 9mm, .40 S&W

and .45 ACP and in both standard and compact configura-

tions. They’re constructed largely of polymer materials, fea-

ture high-visibility fixed sights with white horizontal dot

inserts, and a black or olive drab pebble grain finish. 

But that’s just the start. They also have:

1. Interchangeable grip frame panels to ensure the best

possible hand fit. 

2. Superbly located controls.

3. A large, properly configured magazine well. 

4. A perfectly located magazine release button. 

5. A forward-mounted rail to allow fast attachment/detach-

ment of a flashlight for low-light use.

1. Novak high-visibility fixed sights with three white horizontal dots are
utilized for quick sight acquisition. Tritium sights in same pattern are also
available as an option.
2. A standard light rail allows quick mounting of SureFire flashlight 
assembly.
3. The DAO operational design of M&P series includes a trigger safety.  

1

2

3
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In the Field
How the M&P 9 Performed in the 
preliminary Qualification Test

6. An ambidextrous slide lock lever, allowing fast opera-

tion even with the weak hand. Thus, during a fight, if con-

ditions appear requiring the use of the weak hand only, the

slide can quickly and easily be locked back or released.

From a rest, both my M&P 9mm and 45 produced 25-

meter three-shot groups of 2 inches or less with most fac-

tory JHPs and FMJs. This, of course, is good news, but the

best is yet to come. With Dynamic Research Technologies

devastating new “Terminal Shock” JHP, three-shot 25-meter

groups average even less.  

And though both my M&P-9 and M&P-45 have thus far

digested a bit more than 25,000 rounds of various factory

and hand-loaded JHP, JSP and FMJ ammo, no stoppages

have yet occurred. This is a tribute to Smith & Wesson’s su-

perior design engineering and manufacturing quality, both

of which are rare things these days and for which they de-

serve much credit.

TEST DATA
From the first moment I put my hands on the M&P, I knew 

it would be a winner; it just ”felt” right in my hands. And 

TEST 1 DRILL: High-speed weapon presentations from the holster 

RESULT: 1-second two-shot pairs into the thoracic cavity of a stan-

dard Taylor Combat silhouette from 5 meters presented no prob-

lem.

TEST 2 DRILL: One-second cranio-ocular shots from the holster 

RESULT: At 5 meters and in 1.2 seconds from 7 were also success-

fully achieved, as was 1-shot on each of two, three and then four

TC silhouettes at 5-meters in 1.2, 1.5 and 1.8-seconds, respectively.

TEST 3   DRILL: The CTASAA 7-meter “Nutcracker” drill. This is per-

formed from the holster with one round chambered and two in

the magazine. The shooter engages three TC silhouettes placed

two meters apart center-to-center, hitting each once in the tho-

racic cavity. Speed load, switch the weapon to weak-hand only

and reengage, hitting each target in the thoracic cavity a second

time, all in just six seconds.

RESULT: Perfect score

Options include
ambidextrous
thumb safeties,
laser sights and
attractive two-
tone finish.

“ … STRESS LEVELS INHERENT
TO DEADLY ENCOUNTERS ARE
ASTRONOMICALLY HIGH …”
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subsequent high-speed weapon presentations from

the holster quickly confirmed the fact, with 1-sec-

ond two-shot pairs into the thoracic cavity of a

standard Taylor Combat silhouette from 5-meters

presenting no problem.

One-second cranio-ocular shots from the hol-

ster at 5 meters and in 1.2 seconds from 7 were

also successfully achieved, as was 1-shot on each

of two, three and then four TC silhouettes at 5

meters in 1.2, 1.5 and 1.8 seconds, respectively.

Even the multi-faceted and highly difficult

CTASAA 7-meter “Nutcracker” drill seemed less

difficult. This is performed from the holster with

one round chambered and two in the magazine

and requires the shooter to engage three TC sil-

houettes placed 2 meters apart center-to-center,

hitting each once in the thoracic cavity. He must

then speed load, switch the weapon to weak hand

only and reengage, hitting each target in the tho-

racic cavity a second time, all in just six seconds.

All of these drills are part of the CTASAA Com-

bat Master Qualification Test and require not

only the highest degree of shooter skill, but

weapons and equipment that exhibit superior

human engineering as well. This is why I use

them as evaluation criteria.  

Nonetheless, they posed no particular obstacle

to the M&P-9, which on the very first attempt,

sailed right through them with perfect scores.

This kind of performance is exceptional and can

only be achieved with a weapon of superior de-

sign and human engineering.

TEST DRIVE
Emboldened by the M&P-9’s performance, I then

attempted the entire CTASAA HCM Qualification

Test with the M&P-45 and found it to perform

equally well. Ninety percent (360 points) is required

to pass, but I managed to shoot a solid 376 (94%).

In contrast, with the control gun, a nice Springfield

Armory “Range Officer” M1911, my score was 364

(91%). Any gun that can outperform a well-config-

ured M1911 on the CTASAA HCM Qual Test is with-

out a doubt superior in every respect.  

So, move over M1911 and Glock, for there’s in-

deed a new kid on the block, and he’s indeed a for-

midable fellow. And I’m not the only one who has

noticed.  As this is written, I’ve just received word

that four prestigious law enforcement agencies: the

Texas Rangers, the Belgian National Police, Texas

DPS and LASO, have just adopted the M&P-9 as

their standard service handgun. The Smith & Wes-

son M&P series is without question superior and

well worth its price.

They’re tough, accurate, reliable and the most

“user-friendly” handguns on the market today.  

As the founder/director of CTASAA, Chuck Tay-

lor has been involved in the training of tactical

and security personnel not only for the Olympics,

but for a number of both well-known and covert

military and police special-operations teams.

For enrollment in CTASAA training, contact

Chuck Taylor at P.O. Box 871, Mayer, AZ 86333;

www.chucktaylorasaa.com; 928-710-7099;

Nighthawk6@cableone.net.

4. One of the most interesting features of the M&P series is its ambidextrous slide lock lever. Never before
seen on a self-loading pistol as standard equipment, it now allows efficient left-hand operation.
5. Three different thicknesses of rear strap come with all guns in the M&P series to provide best grip index
for a wide spectrum of shooters.  Installation or removal is easily accomplished in seconds without tools.
6. The magazine well is lightly beveled for fast magazine insertions.  However, magazine floorplate pro-
trudes slightly forward to allow access to and quick removal of a stuck magazine.
7. The optional ambidextrous thumb safety is well configured for fast, efficient use.

4

7

5

6

Adoption Agencies 
Those Who Adopted the M&P-9 as their Standard Service Handgun

1
Texas Rangers

2
Belgian National Police

3
Texas DPS 

4
LASO

“THEY’RE TOUGH, ACCURATE, RELIABLE AND THE MOST
‘USER-FRIENDLY’ HANDGUNS ON THE MARKET TODAY.”
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AR-15 style modern sporting rifles and your 

online source for parts, upgrades, accessories, 
optics, and custom rifle kits.  Ask your dealer 

about Del-Ton rifles or visit del-ton.com.

When you own a Del-Ton rifle, 
you are guaranteed:

Del-Ton Incorporated is a manufacturer of quality 
AR-15 style modern sporting rifles and your 

online source for parts, upgrades, accessories, 
optics, and custom rifle kits.  Ask your dealer 

about Del-Ton rifles or visit del-ton.com.
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THE HISTORY, SUCCESS OF U.S. OPTICS
IS ROOTED IN CUSTOM-BUILT PRODUCTS 

PTICS ARE HOT AND COOL …
WHICH IS EXACTLY WHY YOU’RE
ABOUT TO DELVE INTO THOSE
THAT U.S. OPTICS MANUFAC-

TURES IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. GEORGE
SYRENGELAS, DIRECTOR OF SALES & MARKET-
ING, IS THE MAN WHO’S GOING TO TAKE YOU
ON THIS JOURNEY BEHIND THE SCENES. 

Get ready to study their DNA. — Editor

1 REVOLUTION OF SCOPES

U.S. Optics revolutionized how scopes are built

by focusing on the needs of the competitive and

tactical shooter when the marketplace was not

focusing on these needs. All U.S. Optics scopes

have been designed and built from the ground

up to meet or exceed the requirements set forth

by long-range precision shooting with game-

changing technologies such as the Erector Reposi-

tioning Elevation Knob (EREK) and second focal

plane, magnified red dot optics with true 1

power magnification settings.  

The EREK knob system provides rough eleva-

tion adjustments when zeroing a riflescope for

long- to extreme-range shooting. The daylight-

visible red dot magnified optics in the Short

Range series (SR) like the SR-4C and the SR-8C

bridge the gap between a true one-powered dot

sight and a fixed-power combat optic.  

With a 4MOA daylight-visible red dot sight

built into the second focal plane—that most im-

portantly is aligned with the first focal plane 

BY GEORGE SYRENGELAS WITH DOUG JEFFREY

DNA OF
SCOPES

O Versatility always
seems to come full cir-
cle. Red dot sights
have proven to be an
indispensable tool for
CQB and rapid target
acquisition. Enter the
SR‑4C. It integrates the
strengths of a red dot
sight into a compact,
unitized package with
the added benefit of a
1-4X range of magnifi-
cation.
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INSIDE THE INDUSTRY

reticle at all magnification settings—there are

no components to attach or flip out of the

way nor is there the need to cant the host

weapon when a shot has to be made at close

distances with a long-range follow-up shot.  

The SR series optics fuse two well estab-

lished sighting systems into one compact and

robust package that remains in line with the

shooter’s sight picture. All U.S. Optics rifle

scopes are engineered and built to be ex-

tremely durable to hold up not only to

weapon recoil but to also prevail and hold

zero on the next shot when the unexpected

drop or fall onto a hard surface occurs.  

The end result of more than 23 years of

IN YOUR SIGHTS
U.S. OPTICS, INC.

ADDRESS
150 Arovista Circle Brea, CA  92821

PHONE
714-582-1956, x200 

WEB
www.usoptics.com/co

Company Numbers
1990 The year the company started

28 The number of employees 

18 The number of product SKUs

continuous improvement and product devel-

opment has yielded a product line that sees

crystal clear in all lighting conditions from

dusk to dawn, with a proven-in-the-field track

record for holding zero in the harshest of con-

ditions.

2 BUSINESS PLATFORM

U.S. Optics, up until the last year, has been a

custom manufacturer that has focused on the

specific needs of the precision shooting com-

munity. In the last year, the shift from one-off,

custom builds with a small footprint in the

shooting and hunting dealer community, has

shifted to a dealer-centric based, commercially

off-the-shelf (COTS) product line that is now

supported by distribution. Holding true to our

DNA, we will always continue to build optics in

our custom shop.

3 CUSTOM SCOPES  

The DNA of U.S. Optics from the first day is

rooted in custom-built rifle scopes for preci-

sion shooters, military and law enforcement

personnel. This was the differentiating factor

that set U.S. Optics apart from other scope

manufacturers that were more heavily focused

on the needs of the hunting market.  

4 USMC CONNECTION 

U.S. Optics has earned the service contract

to refurbish the proven Unertl Optics that

served the USMC well for many years. We met

all of the requirements set forth by the USMC

contract and fulfilled our obligations.  Al-

though a contract for the sale of our products

to the U.S. military has not been awarded, we

have been providing military-grade optics to

the war fighter and to those who go into

harm’s way for more than 23 years.

5 LOOKING AHEAD

We intend to continue building the highest

quality and most durable optics that meet the

needs of the precision shooter and the war

fighter. We will always base the continuous

improvement of our present and future prod-

ucts on the needs of the precision shooting

community.

Sometimes there’s
more to making a
shot at extended
ranges than you
expect and espe-
cially when target
identification be-
comes a deciding
factor. With this in
mind, the LR-17 se-
ries scopes provide
the shooter a deci-
sive advantage
when engaging
targets beyond
1,500 yards. A
44mm objective
lens sits in front of
a Turret Parallax
Adjustment Lo-
cater (TPAL) sys-
tem guaranteeing
the sharpest image
resolution possible
throughout it’s 3.2-
17X power magni-
fication range.

(BOTTOM LEFT)
The MR-10 series
stands out when a
scope has to be
versatile and
highly effective at
both extremes of
its magnification
range. A 37mm
objective lens sits
in front of a Turret
Parallax Adjust-
ment Locater
(TPAL) system
guaranteeing the
sharpest image
resolution possible
throughout the
1.8-10X power
magnification
range. Target ac-
quisition for accu-
rate shots are
effortlessly made
from near point-
blank to 1,000+
yards with the 
MR-10. “HOLDING TRUE TO

OUR DNA, WE WILL
ALWAYS CONTINUE
TO BUILD OPTICS IN
OUR CUSTOM
SHOP.” 
— GEORGE SYRENGELAS
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LEUPOLD’S FX-II 8X40MM AO
PROVIDES FIXED-MAGNIFICATION
EXCELLENCE FOR A FAIR PRICE

WORDS AND PHOTOS BY CHUCK TAYLOR

LEADING 
PERFORMER

Many shooters prefer fixed
magnification scopes. For
them, the Leupold FX-II has
much to offer.
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HAVE YOU NOTICED?

These days, the prospective tactical shooter

or sportsman has a plethora of scopes from

which to choose. Perhaps too many, because

the combinations are so diverse as to be mind-

boggling to the novice and, at the very least,

disconcerting, even to the seasoned profes-

sional.  

Overall scope sizes, objective lens diame-

ters, parallax adjustment knob locations, ele-

vation and windage turret configurations,

adjustment increments and other features

abound, increasing the price of the scope and

making the right choice for your needs a diffi-

cult one.

Should the tube be the old standby 1-inch

(25mm) or a newer 30 or even 35mm? Should

the objective lens be 40mm, 50mm or even

larger? And should the parallax adjustment

WORLD OF FIREPOWER  103

Make the Scope Even Better
PREVENT DUST DAMAGE Butler Creek or Leupold flip-
up lens caps protect the objective and ocular lenses
from dust damage.

PREVENT DOWNRANGE REFLECTION A 2-inch sun-
shade will prevent downrange reflection from the objec-
tive lens and sun glare into the scope itself.

ATTAIN MAXIMUM PRECISION A HORUS combination
anti-cant device and angle cosine indicator will allow
you to obtain maximum precision. 

“ … THE COMBINATIONS
ARE SO DIVERSE AS TO BE
MIND-BOGGLING TO THE
NOVICE AND, AT THE VERY
LEAST, DISCONCERTING,
EVEN TO THE SEASONED
PROFESSIONAL.”

be on the objective lens or back on the

windage and elevations turret area? 

These are just a few of the many questions

that need to be answered before you lay

down your hard-earned cash for a scope. As

you’re about to see, Leupold’s FX-II 8x40mm

AO answers these questions correctly. 

KEEP IT SIMPLE
As most who have followed my writing dur-

ing the last 30 years already

know, I’m a stickler for KISS,

that old military acronym for

Keep It Simple, Stupid. Some

say, “It ain’t simple, an’ you ain’t stupid,” but

in so doing, they betray their ignorance of

human behavior under stress. Kept in its

proper context, KISS is the foundation of all

success when stress is involved. 

Why? Because under such conditions, we’re

all strangers in a strange land and as such, we

won’t perform at our best. Everything looks

and feels different, and time is of the essence.

When the moment of truth arrives and every-

thing—success or failure on that trophy buck

or human life or death, maybe even your

own—depends upon you delivering that bul-

let on target within a limited timeframe,

stress levels become astronomical.  

Complexity, therefore, becomes your

enemy, yet another obstacle in the path of

success. Complexity means more time spent

and higher error rates, neither of which is ac-

ceptable in the white-hot crucible of the real

world. So in a difficult situation, why make

things even more difficult? This is why when I
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choose a telescopic sight, I always remember that KISS

applies to equipment as well as technique. As such, I

want the most compact, lightest, yet efficient and user-

friendly scope possible. 

ADDRESS THE QUESTIONS
1 Define the Needs

The first thing we need to do is to clearly define our

needs. What do we want from the scope? What are we

going to do with it? Once this critical, but often over-

looked task is complete, then and only then are we ready

to go shopping. 

2 Locked On Zero

I know, I know; nearly all the scope manufacturers claim

that their scopes won’t lose zero when that cam-ring is

turned and the magnification is changed, but yet I’ve seen

it many times and even paid the price when it happened

to me personally. True, it’s more commonly experienced

with lower-priced scopes, but I’ve also seen it with several

high-end units as well. And even if this weren’t an issue,

simple logic dictates that because of the additional slot-

milled in the tube for the magnification cam-ring, such

scopes are indeed more susceptible to damage.

3 Magnification

There’s also the matter of magnification itself. How

much do we really need? On the one hand, there’s no

question that the higher the magnification, the better

view of the target we have. However, the caveat is that it

also reduces our field of view commensurately, making

target acquisition in the first place a more difficult task.

For this reason, some years ago the U.S. Army decided

that a maximum of 10X was optimum. It was also de-

cided that a 40mm objective lens provided plenty of

light-gathering capability, while keeping the scope low

enough to let the shooter obtain a good cheek weld. As

a result, I’ve always preferred a fixed magnification

scope whenever possible.

4 Calibration

The ability to obtain a finite zero and range calibra-

Author Taylor “ghillie’d up”
and in position to engage a
target at 500 meters during a
recent CTASAA Tactical Preci-
sion Rifle Course with his pre-
cision-M4 built by Norman
Hanson Firearms, Tehachapi,
California. His scope of
choice? The Leupold FX-II
8x40mm with duplex reticle.
With a good field of view,
plenty of magnification, ex-
cellent clarity and fine light-
gathering capability, the FX-II
8x40mm is capable of han-
dling a wide variety of both
tactical or sporting functions
and is thus a great scope for
use on both bolt-action or
self-loading platforms.  

SIMPLE VS.
COMPLEX
COMPLEX Complexity
means more time
spent and higher
error rates, neither of
which is acceptable in
the real world. 
SIMPLE The KISS prin-
ciple applies to equip-
ment and technique.
Thus, the author opts
for the most compact,
lightest, yet efficient
and user-friendly
scope possible.

BEFORE 
YOU BUY…
FACTORS TO
CONSIDER
1 Tube size
2 Parallax adjustment  
3 Objective lens size
4 Field or view
5 Elevation and

windage 
increments

6 Turret protection
7 Price
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tion is yet another issue. Even if they feature click-positive

windage and elevation adjustments, many so-called “tactical” or

“target” scopes have 1/3, ½ or even 1 MOA click adjustments,

none of which is sufficiently finite for a perfect zero or range cali-

bration adjustments. The whole idea is that such scopes allow

what’s called POA/POI—point of aim, point of impact—to be one

and the same. No hold-over or hold-under is required. Yet, if the

click-adjustments aren’t fine enough to allow this, the whole con-

cept is diluted, sometimes to the point where POA/POI isn’t possi-

ble. One-quarter MOA adjustments, on the other hand, allow

perfect zeroing and range calibration.

5 Turrets

Many shooters also prefer that the

windage and elevation turrets are pro-

tected, rather than exposed. Yet, the

majority of tactical and target scopes

have oversized, unprotected windage

and elevation adjustment knobs that

are thus exposed to damage from

both the elements and the rigors of
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“COMPLEXITY
THEREFORE BE-
COMES YOUR
ENEMY, YET AN-
OTHER OBSTACLE
IN THE PATH OF
SUCCESS.” 
—CHUCK TAYLOR

For those who don’t want vari-
able-magnification, the sleek FX-
II 8x40mm is an excellent choice.
It has the same fine lenses and
coatings as all other Leupold
scopes and is quite efficient for
either tactical or sporting appli-
cations.

REACH OUT
COMPANY
Leupold

PHONE
800-Leupold (800-538-7653)

ADDRESS
Leupold & Stevens
14400 NW Greenbrier Parkway
Beaverton, OR 97006-5790

WEB
www.leupold.com/

Front

back

BUY THEM ONLINE AT ENGAGEDMEDIAMAGS.COM
OR CALL US AT 800-764-6278

100% Pre-Shrunk Cotton * Black Shirt with Red and Grey Screen Print

Get Your offi cial world of fi repower
T-Shirt Today!

$19.95 
only

plus s&H
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field-handling. As such, protected turrets that

are sufficiently large to be easily manipulated

are a better idea.

6 Tube Size

And is a 30mm or 35mm tube all that much

better than a 25mm tube? Many claim that they

gather more light, but I’ve found that objective

lens size and lens coatings have far more to do

with light gathering than tube diameter. In addi-

tion, the larger tubes make for a heavier, bulkier

scope, which in turn translates to less portability

and user-friendliness, both of which are critically

important under field conditions.

7 Parallax Adjustment

Then there’s the issue of parallax adjustment.

Though almost all tactical and target scopes have

this capability to ensure image clarity at all ranges,

there’s controversy as to where the actual adjust-

“ … THE LEUPOLD FX-II 8X40MM IS AN EXCELLENT 
PERFORMER ON A WIDE SPECTRUM OF RIFLES …”

(TOP) Many shooters don’t care for the parallax ad-
justment on their scopes to be mounted rearward
near the elevation and windage turrets, preferring
instead for it to be mounted in a more traditional lo-
cation, such as the objective lens. The FX-II features
this configuration and is the author’s preference.
(TOP RIGHT) Because canting and up or downhill
shooting are commonly encountered in the field, the
HORUS combination angle cosine indicator/anti-cant
device with protective cover are recommended. Just
level up the rifle, check the angle, consult your
range card, set the scope and you’re ready for a first-
round hit. (LEFT) The FX-II 8x40mm not only has ¼
MOA click-positive elevation and windage adjust-
ments to allow finite zeroing/range calibration but
screw-on/off protective caps as well. Many shooters
don‘t like exposed turrets, preferring protective tur-
ret caps to prevent impact damage and inadvertent
turret movement under field conditions. 

ment mechanism should be located. For decades,

an adjustment ring on the objective lens was pretty

much the standard. However, in recent years, it has

also been offered in the form of a knob located on

the left side of the scope tube near the elevation

and windage adjustment knobs.  

The premise behind this is that there’s less arm

movement involved than with the objective-

mounted ring and therefore less potential for

the shooter to be detected. Yet, to be honest,

I’m not so sure this is true, but if so, I think that

if it is, the difference is more academic than

practical. However, it can also be said that an ad-

ditional knob on the left side of the scope tube is

yet another protrusion, which does make the

unit more susceptible to field-handing damage.

As such, I continue to prefer the ring-type adjust-

ment mounted on the objective lens.

8 Price

Last, but of importance to us all, is the matter of

price. These days, a good tactical or target scope

can get quite expensive, more expensive than

many of us can afford in the current poor econ-
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Duplex and Mil-Dot reticles are most commonly selected
with the 8x40mm FX-II. The duplex is Taylor’s personal
choice.

omy. Yet, when we look at the features that these

more expensive scopes exhibit, we find that many

of them aren’t really needed or, in some cases,

even desirable. A quick look at the manufacturers’

price lists discloses that fixed-magnification scopes

are much less expensive than those with variable-

magnification capability. So if we don’t really need

or trust the variable concept, why pay more for it

when a fixed-magnification unit will serve as well

or better?

ADDED UP
All these items—tube size, parallax adjustment,

objective lens size, field or view, elevation and

windage increments and turret protection—not

only influence price, but field performance as well.

Add to this the KISS factor, and you can readily see

why Leupold’s FX-II 8x40mm AO is a winner. It has

all “the right stuff” for maximum performance in

every respect, yet isn’t bulky or heavy and doesn’t

cost the proverbial “arm and a leg.” 

To be sure, 8X is enough to provide excellent

performance on a wide variety of platforms but

Reach the Author, Attend His Courses
Chuck Taylor's American Small Arms Academy
P.O. Box 871
Mayer, AZ 86333
Website: www.chucktaylorasaa.com
Email: Nighthawk6@cableone.net
Phone: 928-710-7099

still give us a wide field of view for quick, easy

target acquisition. It’s windage and elevation tur-

rets are protected and offer ¼ MOA adjustment

for perfect zero/range calibration and parallax

adjustment is via a ring on the objective lens, just

where I like it.

So make no mistake—the Leupold FX-II

8x40mm is an excellent performer on a wide

spectrum of rifles, in both sporting and tactical

applications. It’s a great scope for a fair price and

thus well worth our consideration. Check it out

… I think you’ll agree.

Chuck Taylor has received multiple commenda-

tions from the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ),

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), Federal

Bureau of Investigation, (FBI), International Asso-

ciation of Law Enforcement Firearms Instructors

(IALEFI), U.S. Special Operations Command (US-

SOCOM), U.S. Army Special Forces, U.S. Navy Spe-

cial Warfare (SEALs) and dozens of SWAT units

and law-enforcement agencies worldwide.

The world of 
firearms at 

your fingertips

Visit our new 
website today

www.Gunworld.com

Save 70%
Get 12 issues for 

only $17.95
Save $41.93 off the cover price!
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LOCKED ON
BIPODS
REDUCE FATIGUE, INCREASE ACCURACY
FOR AS LITTLE AS $50

BUYER’S GUIDE

IT’S ALL ABOUT PERFORMANCE. 
If reducing fatigue and increasing accuracy

and stability are on the top of your list, then

you’ve come to the right place. We’ve compiled

a half dozen bipods for your consideration. 

So take 15 minutes. Take a good, long look

at these. They can become your best friend

each and every time you shoot. Why do you

think they’ve been around for more than 100

years?

BY BREANNA ARMSTRONG AND PHOTOS BY TERRILL HOFFMAN

PROMAG

“THE PROMAG BIPOD MAY
LOOK SIMPLE, BUT THAT IS
EXACTLY THE FEATURE
THAT GIVES ITS STRENGTH.”
— FIREARMS EXPERT 
TERRILL HOFFMAN 
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Model: Tactical Lightway Folding 6-Inch Bipod (Pi-

catinny Rail Mount)

MSRP: $61.24

www.promagindustries.com

Description: Originally, this bipod, manufactured

to USGI MilSpec, was designed for squad automatic

weapons. It attaches to rifles with quad or Picatinny

rails. The spring-loaded bipod deploys instantly and

folds securely when not in use.

Expert’s Opinion: Simplicity has its own beauty.

The Promag bipod may look simple, but that’s ex-

actly the feature that gives its strength. It’s quick to

deploy and will never disappoint you by shifting po-

sition. This bipod was made to endure the conditions

of the harshest battlefield.  — Terrill Hoffman

PROMAG

Key Likes

•  Simple
•  Quick to deploy

•  Strong
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HARRIS BIPODS

Model: HBL Harris Bipod 

(9 inches to 13 inches)

Key Features: 100% made in 

the USA. 

MSRP: $73.50

www.harrisbipods.com

Description: The standard legs extend

to 9 or 13 inches, and this is one of Harris

Bipod’s most popular models. The com-

pany offers a nice discounted price of

$73.50 on their website. 

Expert’s Opinion: A Harris bipod is the

one all others are judged by. Their quality

and strength has kept them the leader in

the market. While the model shown is

one of their more popular units, Harris

has a model to fit your exact needs. —

Terrill Hoffman

GG&G

Model: Standard XDS Bipod

MSRP: $179

www.gggaz.com

Description: This bipod has 25 degrees of

cant in either direction of center, the legs ex-

tend from 7 inches to 9.5 inches and the

Accu-Force QD system provides quick on and

off capability.

Expert’s Opinion: My engineering back-

ground came out as I handled the XDS Swivel

Bipod. I was amazed by the quality of con-

struction and the thought that must have

gone into its design. The XDS is stout and ro-

bust, yet relatively light. The positive lock on

the legs will assure it stays in place no matter

how hard you “load” it prior to firing. — Ter-

rill Hoffman

“A HARRIS
BIPOD IS THE
ONE ALL
OTHERS ARE
JUDGED BY.”
— TERRILL
HOFFMAN

“THE XDS IS
STOUT AND
ROBUST, YET
RELATIVELY
LIGHT.”

Key Likes

•  The standard by which all
others are measured

•  Quality construction
•  Strong

Key Likes

•  Quality construction
•  Stout, robust

•  Positive lock on the legs
keeps it secure
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CALDWELL

Model: AR Prone Bipod

MSRP: $59.99

www.battenfeldtechnologies.com

Description: This lightweight AR

bipod performs as a heavyweight champ

in the industry. This model is made for

movement as the unique leg adjustment

apparatus delivers fast and secure results

without wobble. The rubber feet insure

a sturdy grip, something that separates

this bipod from the rest.  

Expert’s Opinion: The simplicity and

lightweight of this bipod should make it

a winner for AR shooters. Even though it

is light enough that you’ll forget it is on

your rifle, it can be detached in seconds.

— Terrill Hoffman

“THE SIMPLICITY
AND LIGHTWEIGHT
OF THIS BIPOD
SHOULD MAKE IT A
WINNER FOR AR
SHOOTERS.” 
— TERRILL HOFFMAN

Key Likes

•  Available in matte black or tan
•  Built-in systems for both cant

and pivot movements
•  Quickly attaches/detaches 

to any Picatinny rail
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BLACKHAWK!

Model: Sportster Traversetrack Bipod
MSRP: $75
www.blackhawk.com

Description: Combining pivot and
traverse functions with a time-tested
bipod design, the Traverse Pivot
Bipod is an industry first. The new
horizontal traverse feature allows
you to steadily track a moving target
or change from target to target
without repositioning the firearm.
And when you’re shooting on an un-
even surface, the pivot action lets
you swivel the firearm to either side,
giving you a level shooting platform.

Expert’s Opinion: I found the legs
of the Transverse Track are totally
adjustable and can be firmly locked
in any position, but it was the hori-
zontal tracking feature that set this
bipod apart.  You can smoothly fol-
low a target and with just the twist
of one lever it instantly locks in place
on the target. — Terrill Hoffman

Key Likes

•  Legs firmly lock
•  Smoothly follow 

a target with horizontal
tracking

•  No-rust anodized legs

“ … IT WAS THE HORIZONTAL
TRACKING FEATURE THAT SET

THIS BIPOD APART.” 
— TERRILL HOFFMAN
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CALDWELL SHOOTING
SUPPLIES

Model: XLA Pivot Model

MSRP: $49.99 - $92.99

www.battenfeldtechnologies.com 

Description: This bipod provides a stable

shooting support that attaches to almost any

firearm with a sling swivel stud. Its constructed

of lightweight aluminum and deploys quickly.

The legs spring out instantly with the touch of a

button. The soft rubber feet enhance stability,

and the padded base protects the forend. Multi-

section legs collapse forward, so you can carry

your firearm. 

Expert’s Opinion: From hunting to tactical,

this bipod would make a nice addition to any

bolt-action rifle.  The spring-loaded legs and

notched index marks make the XLA one of the

easiest to use bipods on the market.

— Terrill Hoffman

Key Likes

•  Four distinct sizes
•  Attachment point for sling

•  Maximum stability

“THE SPRING-
LOADED LEGS AND
NOTCHED INDEX
MARKS MAKE THE
XLA ONE OF THE
EASIEST TO USE
BIPODS ON THE
MARKET.” 
— TERRILL HOFFMAN
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RUGER.COM/SR762

ALSO INCLUDES:  
Three 20-round magazines; soft-sided  
case; three finger-grooved rail covers.
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Round, smooth-sided Ruger ® 

Lightweight Adaptable handguard 

with flattop receiver features a 

Mil-Spec 1913 Picatinny rail at 

12:00 position that extends the 

full length of the handguard. 

Folding backup iron sights include a windage 

adjustable rear sight and an elevation adjustable 

front sight. These sights provide a solid, reliable 

aiming system that can be folded out of the 

way to make room for optics, but can be 

instantly redeployed if needed.

Ruger ® patented chrome-plated, 

two-stage piston provides a cleaner,  

cooler running, reliable firearm with 

superior operating endurance.

The four-position chrome-plated 

gas regulator can be adjusted  

for optimum reliability and  

superior operating endurance. 

©2014 Sturm, Ruger & Co., Inc.                                                      020314

The Ruger® SR -762™ brings the downrange authority of the .308 cartridge to the popular SR- 556® family of 

two- stage, piston- driven, modern sporting rifles. The SR -762™ is a lightweight, quick-handling carbine that is an ideal rifle 

for those who appreciate the familiar and ergonomic AR-style platform. The .308 Win. / 7.62 NATO cartridge is perfect for 

hunting medium and most large-sized game and enhances the capability of the AR-style platform in defensive or tactical 

roles. The SR-762™ retains the features of the original SR-556® that make it a solid performer among modern sporting rifles. 

Some rifles may not be available in all states and locales due to laws limiting magazine capacity and  
feature-based restrictions. Please check with your local law enforcement agency prior to purchasing  
to verify that it may legally be purchased and/or possessed in your particular state and locale.

A  M O D E R N  S P O R T I N G  R I F L E  I N  . 3 0 8  W I N . / 7 . 6 2  N A T O
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WE LOOKED AT SOME 40 IMAGES
OF AARIS ON A PROOFSHEET, SO
WE FIGURED YOU SHOULD SEE AT
LEAST TWO. IT’S ONLY FAIR. 
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COMBAT TACTICS
THE MODERN JUNGLE,
THE OLD BATTLEFIELD

What’s Inside
•  Jungle Warfare Survivability 
•  Ruling Rifles

MARINES ARE COOL, BUT THEY’RE NOT THE

ONLY BADASSES IN OUR MILITARY. 

You’re about to enter the world of combat 

tactics, jungle survival, rappelling and overcoming

booby traps as 63 Seabees from the Naval Mobile

Construction Battalion undergo eight days of

training in Okinawa’s dense jungle. 

We’re also going to discuss the five most domi-

nant rifles in military history.

Take a deep breath and turn the page. 

MASS COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST 1ST CLASS CHRIS FAHEY

Utilitiesman 2nd Class Ray-
mond Luckett, assigned to
Naval Mobile Construction
Battalion (NMCB) 3, coasts
inches above the water as a
member of his squad uses her
boot to keep concertina wire
away from his face during a
six-hour endurance course at
the Marine Corps Jungle War-
fare Training Center (JWTC). 
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JUNGLE

THE EIGHT-DAY TRAINING INCREASES
NMCB 3’S READINESS
WORDS AND PHOTOS BY MASS COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST 1ST CLASS CHRIS FAHEY,

NAVAL MOBILE CONSTRUCTION BATTALION 3 PUBLIC AFFAIRS

WARFARE 
SURVIVABILITY
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OKINAWA, JAPAN (NNS) — DEEP IN OKI-

NAWA, JAPAN'S, NORTHERN TRAINING AREA

(NTA), THERE ARE 17,500 ACRES OF DENSE

JUNGLE OCCUPIED BY POISONOUS SPIDERS

AND THREE SPECIES OF VENOMOUS SNAKES.

Recently, 63 Seabees from Naval Mobile Con-

struction Battalion (NMCB) 3 woke to barking Ma-

rine Corps instructors, motivating them through

the final stage of their eight-day training at the

Jungle Warfare Training Center (JWTC). 

The 3.8-mile Jungle Endurance Course cemented

each block of practical instruction by splitting the

group into 12-18 person squads to see which team

could defeat the course's 31 obstacles in the short-

est time. 

"They did a really great job," said JWTC Instruc-

tor Marine Corps Cpl. Dustin Davis. "The en-

durance course requires a lot of ground work, tons

of running and communication. They worked to-

gether well and none of them got heated, which

was impressive. They all kept a level head."

“ … 17,500 ACRES OF DENSE
JUNGLE OCCUPIED BY POI-
SONOUS SPIDERS AND THREE
SPECIES OF VENOMOUS
SNAKES.”

Construction Mechanic 3rd Class Denim Pettit, assigned
to Naval Mobile Construction Battalion (NMCB) 3, lets a
fellow squad member push off his arm while running a
six-hour endurance course at the Marine Corps Jungle
Warfare Training Center. 

Ensign Samuel Corey, assigned to Naval Mo-
bile Construction Battalion (NMCB) 3, rappels
down a cliff at the Marine Corps Jungle War-
fare Training Center at Camp Gonsalves. More
than 60 Seabees attended the eight-day
course to sustain the battalion's overall readi-
ness as the Pacific Region's primary forward-
deployed construction battalion. 
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"BEING IN THE ELEMENTS
THE WHOLE TIME 

GAVE ME SOME REAL
PERSPECTIVE ON HOW

OUR FOREFATHERS
FOUGHT DURING 

PAST WARS."  
—HOSPITAL CORPSMAN 3RD

CLASS CALE VANDERTUIN

Seabees from Naval Mobile Construction
Battalion (NMCB) 3 carry a mock casualty
on an improvised stretcher through a tiny
crevice while running a six-hour endurance
course at the Marine Corps Jungle Warfare
Training Center (JWTC).
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INSIDE THE TRAINING
During the previous seven days, students learned

combat tactics, first aid, jungle survival, rappelling,

overcoming booby traps and land navigation. All 63

Seabees slept in tents through turbulent rain and

stifling humidity, further strengthening the group

as a team. 

"Being in the elements the whole time gave me

some real perspective on how our forefathers

fought during past wars," said Hospital Corpsman

3rd Class Cale Vandertuin. "That's all I could think

about. I curled up with my legs crossed and ate my

meals in the rain for only a few days. They did it for

months in real combat. It made me very apprecia-

tive of their service."

Applying these lessons directly impacted how

well the teams performed. With each person repre-

senting a pressure point, victory equated to no one

breaking under the jungle stress. When challenges

bore down, the team shared the weight.

"The stretcher hauling was the most difficult,"

6 QUICK FACTS 
What the Training 

Entailed

1
Combat tactics

2
First aid

3
Jungle survival

4
Rappelling

5
Overcoming booby traps

6
Land navigation

Hospital Corpsman 3rd Class An-
drew Fabella, assigned to Naval
Mobile Construction Battalion
(NMCB) 3, rappels down a 63-
foot training wall at the Marine
Corps Jungle Warfare Training
Center (JWTC) at Okinawa's
Camp Gonsalves.
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said Religious Program Specialist 3rd Class Jorge

Reyes. "It tested all of our patience, because each step

was teamwork—when one moved, we all moved."

During the obstacle, squads built improvised

stretchers using uniform tops, sticks and belts. The

teams strapped a member on the stretcher and car-

ried them through neck high mud water, through

ravines that pinned them on top of each other and

while dodging very real aspects of a living jungle. 

"The snakes were no joke," said Reyes. "The in-

structors would see them, shout them out and help us,

but we still got a guy on our backs relying on us to

keep him safe. Big spiders the size of my hand ... there

was nothing simulated during this training. It was

amazing, and the instructors were the real deal."

“THE SNAKES WERE
NO JOKE. BIG SPIDERS
THE SIZE OF MY
HAND ... ”
—JORGE REYES

Seabees from Naval Mobile Construction Battalion (NMCB) 3 carry a mock casualty on an improvised stretcher through shoulder-high muddy water while run-
ning a six-hour endurance course at the Marine Corps Jungle Warfare Training Center (JWTC). 

Construction Electrician 2nd Class Dwayne Watson, assigned to
Naval Mobile Construction Battalion (NMCB) 3, uses his weapon to
push concertina wire away from his face while running a six-hour
endurance course at the Marine Corps Jungle Warfare Training
Center (JWTC). 

Key Overall Readiness
The Naval Mobile Construction Battalion is
ready to provide conventional combat,
counter-insurgency and irregular warfare
capabilities. 
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World of Firepower
World of  Firepower is now 

available on Apple Newsstand, Google 
Play and Kindle.

World of  Firepower provides the gun enthusiast with everything 
about the gun lifestyle, including the latest gear, home defense, 

trends, training and the hottest new guns on the market.

Download the FREE APP and get a 1-year subscription 
(6 issues) for only  

$15.99 and save 70% off newsstands!
You can also purchase single issues for only $3.99.

Now

For questions on downloading this app contact 800-764-6278

Allow 5-7 days for delivery of your issue. Outside US, prepay yearly postage in US funds only.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY
CALL 800-764-6278
OR VISIT US ON-LINE AT

WWW.ENGAGEDMEDIAMAGS.COM

The best source for tactical information and gear on newsstands today.

JUST

$ 899
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PREPARE FOR COMBAT 
The training received at JWTC is the only

Department of Defense jungle training facility

in existence. They provide expert instruction

that builds upon small unit leadership, em-

bracing a tactical mindset and confidence.

The training environment is realistic and

matches that found across the Pacific Region,

helping sustain NMCB 3's overall readiness as

the only forward-deployed Pacific construc-

tion battalion ready to provide conventional

combat, counter-insurgency and irregular war-

fare capabilities. 

Thanks, in part, to the Marine Corps-led

JWTC training, NMCB 3 is able to perform criti-

cal construction projects in remote island areas

such as Timor-Leste, Tonga, Cambodia and the

Philippines. NMCB 3 details are also conduct-

ing operations in Atsugi, Yokosuka and Oki-

nawa, Japan; Chinhae, Republic of Korea and

China Lake, Calif. 

NMCB 3 is part of the Naval Construction

Force—a vital component of the U.S. Maritime

Strategy that provides deployable battalions

capable of providing disaster preparation and

recovery support, humanitarian assistance and

combat operations support.

Equipment Operator 3rd Class Anatolie Munteanu, right, assigned to Naval Mobile Construction Battalion (NMCB) 3,
receives instruction from Marine Corps Jungle Warfare  Training Center (JWTC) Instructor Cpl. Evan Frickley as
Munteanu prepares to rappel down a 63-foot training wall at Okinawa's Camp Gonsalves.

TRAINING STATS

17,500
The number of acres in the 

Northern Training Area 

3
The number of species of venomous snakes

63
The number of Seabees from the Naval 

Mobile Construction Battalion (NMCB) who 
participated in the training

8
The number of days in the training

3.8
In miles, the sizes of the Jungle 

Endurance Course 

Naval Mobile Construction Battalion
(NMCB) 3 Seabees rappel down a 

63-foot training wall at the Marine
Corps Jungle Warfare Training Center

(JWTC) at Okinawa's Camp 
Gonsalves. 
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RULING RIFLES
THE FIVE MOST DOMINANT MILITARY RIFLES OF MODERN TIMES

N THE YEARS SINCE WORLD WAR II,

THERE HAVE INDEED EMERGED MANY

EXCELLENT MILITARY RIFLES, SO SELECT-

ING THE FIVE “BEST” WOULD BE DIFFI-

CULT AND FRAUGHT WITH CONTROVERSY. 

To make the determination, would the criteria

be functional reliability, ergonomic superiority, ac-

curacy, stopping power, size, weight? Or would it

be based upon the numbers produced or the com-

bat reputation of each given rifle or would I limit

the field to just battle rifles or assault rifles?  

Ultimately, I opted to change the rules of en-

gagement and concentrate on which five rifles

have been the most dominant.

NO. 1 .30-06 GARAND
Without question the .30-06 M1 Garand was

the rifle that marked the end of the bolt-action

era and revolutionized military rifle design. 

Designed by Springfield Armory

engineer John C. Garand, the rifle

was adopted in 1936 and deployed

in the early years of World War II.

The Garand quickly found favor with

U.S. troops and generals. In fact,

General George S. Patton declared it

to be, “The finest battle implement

ever devised.”

More than six million M1s were

WORDS AND PHOTOS BY CHUCK TAYLOR

I
Officially adopted at
the U.S. service rifle
in 1936 and eventu-
ally deployed into
combat in the early
stages of World War
II, the .30-06 M1
Garand was the first
semi-automatic mili-
tary rifle to be pro-
duced in large
quantities and served
officially until 1958,
when it was replaced
by the M14, itself a
Garand derivative.

Designated as the successor to the
venerable M16, the M4 is essentially
a third-generation derivative of the
Vietnam-era XM177E2 “Commando”
and is currently in widespread use
with U.S. forces in the Middle East.
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produced, and it’s

career spanned sev-

eral decades. It was

used by dozens of

nations in the post-

WWII era and even

saw service in the

Vietnam War. From a

design standpoint, the Garand was also revolu-

tionary and was the basis for the U.S. M14 and

Italian BM59.

However, it was not without its detractors. 

Those weaned on the traditional bolt-action

rifle claimed that the semi-auto Garand would

be “inaccurate,” which was quickly disproven.

Some also claimed that the M1 wasn’t as reliable

as the M1903 Springfield it replaced, and its

early service in the Pacific Theatre at Tarawa re-

inforced that notion. 

Nonetheless, the Garand’s problems were

found to be lubrication-based and were quickly

solved, allowing it to become one of the most

famous military rifles in history.

NO. 2 SKS
Following World War II, the Russians fielded

their own semi-auto rifle, the SKS. 

Designed by Sergei Gavrilovich Simonov, it first

appeared in late 1945 and was the first rifle to uti-

lize the 7.62x39mm cartridge. With more than 15

million produced, the SKS quickly proliferated. It

was the standard service rifle of all Soviet satellite

126 WORLD OF FIREPOWER

nations and dozens of third world countries.  

Though of conventional design and configura-

tion, the SKS did have several unique (at the

time) and thus notable features. 

First, it featured a 10-round internal maga-

zine, which was loaded via a 10-round stripper

clip, giving it a bit more capacity than was typical

at the time. 

Second, the magazine body itself was hinged

and could thus be swung out for cleaning or in-

spection, something not typical of semi-auto ri-

fles at that time.  

Third, because it utilized the lesser-powered

7.62x39mm cartridge, it could be made smaller

and lighter … a carbine, in fact, rather than a

full-sized battle rifle and for those of smaller

physical stature, it became an immediate fa-

vorite.

Having been on the receiving end of the first

true assault rifle, the 7.92mm German StG44, the

Russians quickly saw the advantage of having a

lightweight carbine that fed from a removable

large capacity magazine and possessed both

semi- and fully-automatic capability.  

However, the limitations of the Soviet produc-

tion system and their fundamental military

philosophies precluded the degree of sophistica-

tion found in rifles

produced by the

Western nations.

Moreover, the train-

ing of Soviet troops at the time was, at best,

rudimentary and due to the poor maintenance

that inevitably resulted, it became clear that

whatever rifle was developed should, first and

foremost, possess extreme mechanical reliability.

That led to the AK47.

NO. 3 AK-47
The Avtomat Kalashnikova, Model of 1947,

was accepted by the Soviet military in 1949 and

began production almost immediately. 

In addition to being exceptionally reliable, the

AK47 was simple to operate and remarkably easy

to maintain, relatively light and compact, suffi-

ciently powerful and adequately accurate to

meet Soviet needs. Though crude by Western

standards, the AK series quickly reached world-

wide status, with an astonishing 75 million pro-

duced. And if it’s variants are also considered,

that number climbs to an even more remarkable

100 million.

NO. 4 FAL
Fabrique Nationale, which is one of the

world’s largest arms manufacturers, endeavored

to market a rifle to fill the void between the M1

Garand and AK47. After a few years of research

and development, they produced the rifle that

was to be subsequently known as “the right arm

of the free world” — the FAL.

Quick Facts
•  First appeared in 1945
•  More than 15 million produced
•  Featured 10-round internal magazine

Intended as an eventual replacement for the
Moisin-Nagant M1891 bolt-action rifle, the SKS
first appeared shortly after World War II and
was the first rifle to be chambered for the
7.62x39mm cartridge.  

Quick Facts
•  Accepted by the 

Soviets in 1949
•  Simple to operate, 

reliable
•  75 million produced

With 75 million produced thus far, the 7.62x39mm AK47
is without question the most prolific military rifle in the
world and is by design the most functionally reliable. If
its derivatives are also included, that figure reaches 100
million. Until the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989, it
was the de-facto symbol of Communist intent to domi-
nate the world, but long afterward, it continues to see
service all over the world.

Quick Facts
•  Adopted in 1936
•  Revolutionized military

rifle design
•  More than six million

produced
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DDDD C CC

With two sighting systems in one compact package, the CounterStrike™ 
gets you on target faster…no ifs, ands, or buts.

+  Combines 1x30mm red dot sight with visible laser aiming device
+  User-selectable red/green 4-MOA dot reticle with 11 intensity 

settings (including night vision)
+ Integrated Picatinny rail mount is fast and repeatable
+  Flip-back lens covers included
+ 100% waterproof, fog proof, and shockproof
+ Redfi eld® “No Excuses” Warranty

©2014 Redfi eld

REDFIELD.COM

COUNTERSTRIKE™ RED DOT RETICLE

+  Integrated visible laser aiming device allows engagement from almost any position. 
Features separate on/off  controls.

GREEN DOT RETICLE

DDDDDDDDDD C CC CC
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Although the FAL was not an assault rifle, it

did utilize the then-new 7.62x51mm (.308 WIN)

cartridge being promoted by the U.S. and a de-

tachable box magazine. It was ergonomically

and mechanically superior to the Garand, and

because it utilized a central receiver design, it

could be configured with minimal effort, as both

an individual infantryman’s rifle and a squad au-

tomatic weapon.  

The FAL—in it’s standard, paratroop and

squad-auto versions—was offered in 1953, and it

proliferated like wildfire, becoming the standard

Quick Facts
•  First offered in 1953
•  Standard rifle of more than 120 nations
•  In service to this day

problems in its baptism by fire in the early days

of the Vietnam War. Specifically, the tropical jun-

gles of Vietnam were a tough natural environ-

ment, with temperatures of more than 100

degrees Fahrenheit and 100% humidity being

typical. Along with the fact that it rained virtu-

ally every day there, the high temperatures and

humidity would cause serious corrosion problems

in the weapon’s bore and chamber areas. The

problem was eventually corrected,

and the M16 in several configura-

tions has gone on to serve with

distinction. In fact, it had been in

service longer than any other previous 

U.S. rifle.

THE FIVE
These five rifles reflect the best efforts of the

cultures, economies and military philosophies

that produced them. Whether you agree or dis-

agree as to which of them is “the best,” remem-

ber this … the numbers don’t lie. 

Chuck Taylor is Firepower’s consultant.

Quick Facts
•  Replaced the larger and heavier M14
•  Battle tested by Special Forces and SEALs
•  In service longer than any other U.S. rifle

The 7.62x51mm (.308 WIN) FN-FAL
first appeared in the early 1950s
and quickly became one of the
most popular battle rifles in history.  

Adopted in 1963 as the U.S. military’s first “assault
rifle,” the 5.56x45mm (.223 REM) M16 experienced a
rocky start in the early years of the Vietnam War due to
functioning problems. However, they were quickly cor-
rected and it has gone on in a number of configurations
to serve with distinction to this day.
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military rifle of more than 120 nations. By the

time it ceased production in 1988, more than

two million had been produced, and it continues

to remain in service to this day.  

NO. 5 M16
As the U.S. was increasingly drawn into con-

flict in Southeast Asia in the late 1950s, it be-

came apparent that even if it had been available

in sufficient numbers, the 7.62x51mm M14 was

too large and heavy for efficient jungle use. 

The U.S. Air Force had recently adopted the

revolutionary 5.56x45mm (.223 REM) AR15 as a

survival rifle for SAC bomber crews and base se-

curity personnel. Then-Secretary of Defense

Robert S. McNamara began to push hard for uni-

versality of weapons and equipment within all

U.S. military forces, so the AR15 was battlefield-

tested in 1960-61 by U.S. Special Forces and SEAL

teams in Vietnam. After a prolonged test period

in actual combat, it was found to be suitable and

was adopted in 1963 as the M16.

The M16 was the first U.S. assault rifle, and it

experienced a rocky start due to mechanical
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n You’re looking at the first tank battalion, Alpha Company, second  platoon. They’re based out of Twentynine Palms. The tank is an M1A1 Abrams. PHOTO BY GUS ALONZO

“WITH OUR SIGHTS AND THER-
MALS WE CAN REACH OUT AND

TOUCH THE ENEMY BEFORE HE
KNOWS WE’RE COMING.” 

—SERGEANT WITH ALPHA COMPANY,
FIRST TANK, SECOND PLATOON
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The TAVOR®, developed in close cooperation with the Israel Defense Forces and proven on the battlefi eld by the 

IDF, is now available in a semi-auto only confi guration as the TAVOR® SAR to US citizens for the fi rst time.

■  Extremely well balanced and ergonomic Bullpup design  

■  Long barrel accuracy with short rifl e comfort and convenience 

■  Completely ambidextrous and chambered in 5.56NATO

■  Optional Conversion Kits for 9mm and 5.45x39 

TAVOR® SAR – BALANCE the POWER America’s been waiting.

IWI US, Inc.
info@iwi.us
www.iwi.us

Balance of Power
Compact, Comfortable, Proven

Winner of the 2014 
American Rifl eman  Rifl e of the Year
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Booth 6502

Field-Changeable Mount Interface
 (ANVIS or Dovetail)

Tilt Adjustment
Fore/Aft Adjustment

Integrated IR Illuminator
Interpupillary Distance Adjustment

Bungee Stabilizer Loops

Onboard or Remote Battery Compatible
Robust Machined Delrin® Polymer Housing
Machined Aluminum Front & Rear Plates
Complete PVS-14 Optic Accessory Compatibility
U.S. Gen3 MX10160 Filmed/Autogated Tubes

Designed for Ground Combat Use
Waterproof to 66’
Retrofit From Legacy ANVIS-9/AVS-6 Available
Made in the U.S.A.
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